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:i:.liE DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC READING READINESS 
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM 
Purpose. It was the purpose of this study to analyze 
the musical experiences included in the elementary school, and 
to determine the direct effect of these experiences on musical 
growth in music reading readiness. 
Summary of the Findings. The literature revealed that 
the musical experiences, such as singing, rhythmic activities, 
playing instruments, listening, and the association of these 
experiences with music symbols are pertinent to music reading 
readiness. This study included the perusal of thirty one books, 
seven periodicals, twelve music texts and teacher manuals, two 
publications of learned organizations, and six theses. Each 
stressed the continuous developmental experiences which con-
tribute to music reading readiness. The texts that dealt with 
music education in the elementary school traced developmental 
growth in reading readiness experiences through the first six 
grades. In the lower grades, emphasis was placed on developing 
awareness of sound and basic grasp of pitch and rhythmic patterns, 
always within a musical context of song literature. As the 
children proceeded through the intermediate grades progress in 
music was made through the development of increasing skills 
with symbols for rhythmic and tonal patterns. Thus music 
reading in the upper elementary grades was found to be built 
on continuously developing concepts and skills which were begun 
in the primary grades 
The various musical experiences were considered by con-
temporary educators as an integral part of music reading readi-
ness at all levels. It was generally felt that once children 
understood and responded in a variety of ways to the musical 
realities that lie behind the symbols, their conscious and in-
telligent cooperation in improvin~ music reading was assured. 
Conclusions. Other important general conclusions evolved 
from the study. Some of the more significant ones include; 
(1) a greater concern of music educators with encouraging the 
natural love of music which is in every child, rather than 
training him to be skilled in music reading; (2) experiences 
in singing, rhythmic activities, playing instruments, and 
listening are interrelated. They all contribute to reading 
readiness; (3) most educators advise fewer formal steps in 
music reading for children in the first six grades, but that 
those which are used be so interesting and vital that fifth 
and sixth grade children will be competent and at ease in 
music reading experiences. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
In a program planned to promote musical growth, 
Mursell (17) points out that it is necessary to think and 
work always in terms of unfolding or evolving, rather than 
of adding or accumulating. In following such a program, 
provision should be made for the emergence of specific 
musical learnings which go through certain stages of 
growth--beginning with experience, proceeding through 
awareness, and finally arriving at mastery. 
The purpose of elementary music education is, there-
fore, to guide children through a pattern of varied exper-
iences of musical activity which will prepare each child to 
read music at his grade level; to enjoy using music as a 
means of self-expression; to develop a consciousness of 
music as an art; and to acquire an understanding of the 
musical expression of others. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of ~ problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to analyze the musical experiences included in the 
elementary school and to determine the direct effect of 
these experiences on musical growth toward music reading 
readiness. 
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Importance of ~ study, An established principle of 
modern education is that wholea evolve as wholes. Wholes are 
not composed of parts, or explained by parts, but, for pur-
poses of description, are reducible to them. Parts are not 
put together; they evolve simultaneously in accordance with 
a specific plan. (1:106) 
Many educators maintain that the need for a skill 
motivates learning. This is as true in music reading as it 
is in the mastery of any skill. Three or four years of well-
rounded musical experiences which are pleasurable, interest-
ing, and varied enough to challenge the child's abilities 
will tend to bring about a keen desire to learn to read 
music, and to further explore the world of music, 
This study was concerned with investigating the wide 
range of musical activities which form a part of the child's 
background for reading music with growing interest, skill, 
and understanding. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
The elementary school. The term, elementary school, 
was used to indicate kindergarten through grade six. 
Music reading readiness. Music reading readiness was 
defined as the stage of musical development at which children 
are able to understand and interpret what they see in 
3 
notation as a result of the experiences they have had through 
singing, listening, playing, and rhythmic activities. 
III. SOURCES OF DATA 
The literature related to the philosophy and methods 
of teaching in music education, curriculum guides, teachers• 
manuals, and guides to the basal series were the most 
authoritative and reliable sources of reference. Other 
texts and periodicals concerned with music education and 
general education were also consulted. Certain unpublished 
Master's theses and a Doctor's dissertation furnished this 
study with helpful and valuable information. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY 
The study consists of six chapters. The initial 
chapter includes the statement of the problem, the purpose 
of the study, the importance of the problem, definitions 
of terms used, and the sources of data. Chapter II consists 
of a review of related investigations. The musical activi-
ties connected with the kindergarten, first, and second 
grades are considered in Chapter III. Chapter IV considers 
these same musical activities experienced in the third and 
fourth grades with attention directed toward the further 
development of the children musically. Chapter V considers 
these basic musical activities experienced in the fifth and 
sixth grades with special consideration given to the effect 
of these musical activities on the musical growth and 
development of children. The final chapter includes a 
summary of the study, together with recommendations and 
suggestions for further studies. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED INVESTIGATION 
A review of the pertinent literature failed to reveal 
any studies concerned particularly with music reading readi-
ness at the elementary level. There were, however, some 
studies of elementary school music programs in various 
states. There also have been several studies made of music 
curriculums. In the remainder of this chapter, reviews of 
this research will be presented as (1) elementary school 
music programs, (2) the music curriculum, and (3) the con-
tribution of a music workshop in the in-service preparation 
of a classroom teacher. 
I. STUDIES OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAMS 
In 1954, Herne (56) made a survey of the status of 
music education in the public schools of New Hampshire. He 
sought to determine to what extent the music education pro-
gram in New Hampshire offered opportunities to boys and girls 
for participation in musical activities. His data were 
derived from questionnaires sent to the music teachers of 
two hundred and thirty-seven school districts of New 
Hampshire. 
Herne reported that, among the one hundred and seven 
school districts answering, there were only sixty-seven with 
music teachers. Of these sixty-seven teachers, only twenty-
nine were employed in a single district. Of the remainder, 
some taught in seven or eight different towns each week. 
Herne stated that, under these conditions, it was not 
surprising that the music programs of the State showed no 
uniformity. 
According to the information received, singing 
activities were used most frequently in the elementary 
grades. Rhythmic activities received some emphasis in 
the first three grades. Listening activities received 
less attention than rhythmic activities, and throughout 
the grades, creative activities received the least atten-
tion. Herne concluded that there was no accepted standard 
for the music program throughout the public schools of New 
Hampshire. The curriculum of each individual city or town 
was dependent upon the philosophy and interest of the 
administration and the philosophy, training, and ability 
of the individual teacher. Herne stated that this lack 
of standard requirements was most unfortunate, and resulted 
in a deficient music education program which proved to be a 
great disadvantage to pupils who desired to further their 
musical education. 
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In a study made by Ernst (39) in 1957, of certain 
practices in music education in school systems of cities 
of over 150,000 population, it was found that almost all 
cities reported time allotments for music in the elementary 
grades. Ernst stated that seventy-three per cent of the 
cities either required or recommended the use of syllables 
in the teaching of music reading. 
Primary teachers were most successful in teaching 
rote singing and the rhythmic phases of the music program. 
They found their greatest difficulty with creative activi-
ties, reading, and reading readiness activities, instru-
mental activities involving pitch instruments, and correc-
tive work with out-of-tune singers. 
Music reading was introduced in the second grade by 
nine per cent of the schools; in the third grade by sixty 
per cent; and in the fourth grade by twenty-seven per cent. 
Sixty-nine per cent of the schools stated that half or more 
of the intermediate classes were unable to learn new songs 
at grade level through independent reading skill. Nineteen 
per cent of the schools reported that classes were unable 
to participate effectively in numerous part-songs by the 
end of the sixth grade. 
Ernst concluded that the average time allotment for 
music classes at the intermediate level fell short of the 
standards recommended by the Music Educators National 
7 
Conference, and that there is a need for objective research 
with regard to the methods used in teaching music reading. 
In 1959, Grieve (55) studied the status of music 
education in selected elementary schools of Maine. The 
findings of this investigation are presented in accordance 
with the original divisions of the problem: (1) music 
activities recommended for inclusion in the elementary 
school curriculum as presented by outstanding music educa-
tors; (2) existing practices in music education in selected 
elementary schools of Maine; and (3) an evaluation of these 
practices in the light of those activities recommended by 
leading music educators. 
In gathering data for this study, the questionnaire 
technique was used. The initial step in the development 
of the questionnaire involved a thorough study of writings 
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by outstanding music educators to determine those activities 
which should comprise a desirable music program for the ele-
mentary school. The second step involved the listing of 
specific activities under each of the general activity 
headings. Professional books on music education and dis-
cussions with music educators served as guides. The ratings 
of various musical activities in the music program for each 
item contained in the questionnaire were tabulated separately 
for the music teachers and the classroom teachers. Index 
ratings were computed for each item on the questionnaire to 
facilitate a comparison of the music program in the schools 
employing a music teacher and those without the service of 
a music teacher. 
It was found that the singing activities did not meet 
the minimum recommended requirements. Rote singing, singing 
without accompaniment, and encouragement of individual and 
small group singing were the only activities used with any 
frequency. There was an adequate rhythmic program for the 
kindergarten through the second grade. Beyond the second 
grade, however, there was practically no rhythmic program. 
Listening activities were almost non-existent in the ele-
mentary schools selected for this study. The music reading 
program under the supervision of music teachers was given 
more emphasis than the music reading program in the schools 
without the services of a music teacher. The movable do 
system was used more generally, but there was no record of 
a uniform system throughout the elementary grades in any 
one school. Creative music activities were reported as 
being used even less than the listening activities. Tonal 
instruments were not used at all by classroom teachers, 
only a few music teachers used them, and in many cases, 
children were required to purchase their own instruments. 
As a resul~this activity did not meet the requirements 
recommended by outstanding music educators. 
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In 1959. Thompson (57) became interested in correla-
tion and integration of music with social studies in the 
elementary school. The unit approach was used in this 
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study because it was considered the best means for sug-
gesting a variety of activities and materials. The units 
were chosen with the hope that, through a variety of musical 
experiences in singing, listening, playing instruments, 
rhythmic activities, and creative activities associated 
with different countries, music would become a more 
enjoyable and vital part of living. 
Each unit gave sources for suggested songs, musical 
activities which might be utilized with them, additional 
references and suggested resources, such as songs, record-
ings, films, and reading material. It was expected that 
the suggested materials and activities be adapted to the 
capabilities of a particular grade. 
As a result of the data compiled in this study, it 
would appear that (1) a greater appreciation of a country 
and its music is experienced by participation in the sug-
gested musical activities, and (2) the correlation of music 
with the elementary school social studies program is very 
important in making both the school music curriculum and 
the social studies program more meaningful and complete. 
II. THE MUSIC CURRICULUM 
In 1956, Campbell (53) made a study based on profes-
sional literature, which resulted in the establishment of 
an elementary school music curriculum and in-service music 
workshops for the classroom teacher. For the purpose of 
stimulating growth, educationally and musically, Campbell 
suggested the following: 
1. Sequential experiences in each area of music 
and at each grade level. These experiences must be 
built upon the progressive development of the indi-
vidual pupil. 
2. Integration and correlation within the areas 
of music. 
3. A formulation of common aims and long range 
objectives which lead to broad musical experiences 
for the pupil. 
4. A broad field of resources in every phase of 
the music program to allow scope for varied pupil 
interests and capacities. (53:96) 
Campbell concluded that the comprehensive and intel-
ligent planning of any curriculum must be founded upon the 
knowledge of the philosophical bases which give direction 
to the curriculum. The answer to the question, "Why music 
education in the life of the child?" is justified only by 
11 
a philosophy which adequately deals with aims and objectives 
basic to a sound curriculum. The summarized findings were 
as follows: 
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The five-fold approach to music education will result 
in a true appreciation of music by children if it is 
buttressed by a well-organized collection of source 
materials, and if it is implemented by teachers versed 
in philosophy, psychology, and possessing musical 
skills and experiences necessary for classroom teaching. 
(53:444) 
III. CONTRIBUTION OF A MUSIC WORKSHOP IN THE IN-SERVICE 
TRAINING OF A CLASSROOM TEACHER 
In 1954, Wright (58) stated in a study of curriculum 
trends in the Weymouth schools, that many of the classroom 
teachers felt they were inadequately prepared to teach 
music, and since music was a "special" subject, it should 
be taught by a "special" teacher. Wright felt that this 
attitude was the result of the poor training which the 
teacher had received in the various teacher education 
institutions from which they had been graduated. Another 
contributing factor to this attitude was the absence of 
workshops or in-service preparation courses in music. 
In 1960, Danforth (54) was concerned with the tech-
niques involved in the in-service preparation in music of 
the classroom teacher. The findings revealed that the 
curriculums of teacher education institutions in the area 
of music were inadequate. Therefore, the in-service prepara-
tion of the classroom teachers was important if the elemen-
tary school music program was to achieve and maintain a high 
degree of excellence. From the results of this study, it 
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was concluded that workshops provide an opportunity for the 
consideration of the problems which confront those who teach 
music in the classroom, and through in-service programs, the 
preparation of the elementary classroom teacher may be aug-
mented. 
It was stated that, "the teacher is the ultimate agent 
of education." Regardless of the number of consultants 
available to the teacher, and the amount of assistance 
given, it is the classroom teacher who will exert the 
greatest influence in the total intellectual growth of 
the child. Applying this point of view to the music pro-
gram, it is obvious that the elementary classroom teacher 
is ultimately responsible for the success or failure of 
the music program in the classroom. 
CHAPTER III 
MUSIC READING READINESS IN GRADES ONE AND TWO 
When children come to school at five or six years of 
age, their pre-school experiences have helped to make them 
ready for exploration of widely varied musical activities 
and learnings. Normally, children who are entering school 
for the first time are interested in singing, rhythmic and 
dramatic expression, playing instruments, and listening to 
music. However, these activities need to be planned and 
guided for the utmost musical growth and personal satisfac-
tion of each child. 
The early school years mark the beginning of a new 
sequence of "getting-ready" experiences on a higher plane 
of physical growth and perception. The ensuing months are 
strategic for deliberately planning and putting into action 
the kind of music program that will help children to develop 
ideas of musical values and relationships which, of neces-
sity, precede satisfying experiences with music notation. 
Children should have breadth and richness of background 
from which a wealth of significant ideas are developed, 
The values gained will be in direct proportion to what the 
child has experienced in the readying process. 
Successful transition from one stage of readiness to 
the next will depend largely on the way musical experiences 
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on each level are planned, organized, and guided. It is a 
matter of vital importance, therefore, to provide a wealth 
of enjoyable musical experiences for children who are enter-
ing school for the first time. 
I. SINGING AND LISTENING 
Perception of Sound 
From early childhood, listening experiences have been 
a part of every child 1 s daily living. He has been aware of 
sound, although generally he has not yet associated it with 
music. The manifold patterns of sound and movement offer a 
profusion of delights to the eager ears of children. Sensi-
tivity to, and interest in, the tonal and rhythmic patterns 
of music can be increased and guided more effectively by 
making use of children 1 s natural desire to imitate every 
sound and movement that they hear and see. Much that has 
been said about music and sound meanings associated with 
nature can be applied to music in its relations to the 
sounds of man-made machines. Things that make fascinating 
and lovely sounds are music to children's ears. The tick-
tack of the clock, the ring of the telephone, the buzz of 
the button at the door, the whistle of the post-man, and 
the bang of the hammer, each sound is enjoyed for its own 
sake, aside from other correlated interests and associations. 
Then there is the enthralling music of planes and trolley 
cars and buses, and the countless other things that are 
sources of wonder and delight to the young. Recognizing 
relationships between singing and the tones produced in 
imitative play is particularly helpful to indifferent as 
well as timid singers. (49:162) 
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The musical development of the child generally begins 
with singing. It is a simple, natural language in which the 
child may express himself spontaneously. Through singing, 
opportunity is provided for self-expression, the desire to 
respond to different rhythms and moods with bodily movement 
is aroused, and the cultivation of listening to voices, 
instruments, and various forms of accompaniment is developed. 
Although singing is but one of several activities in the 
musical development of the child, it is probably the most 
basic. Commenting on the place of singing in the elementary 
school program, Leonhard and House stated: 
Singing has been the staple fare of elementary school 
music for a number of reasons. Not least among these is 
the fact that rather artistic results can be obtained 
with a minimum of technical training. That is to say, 
we can take a meaningful text and beautiful melody and 
breathe life into them with very young children. (15:207) 
Children in the kindergarten and in the first grade 
are at the very beginning of their school experience. 
Although they like to sing, some children have done more 
of it than others. Understanding this diversity of back-
ground helps to offer a program in the kindergarten and 
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first grade that will encourage each child to sing, beginning 
where he is and going as far as he can in one year. Those 
who sing well should be given opportunities to sing alone 
and with small groups. The child who does not sing well 
should be encouraged and should be given his share in the 
singing experiences through participation in other musical 
activities. (21:62) 
During kindergarten and the first grade, children 
should hear much singing; they should hear many more songs 
than they will be able or expected to learn. It is the time 
and the place to begin; it is the time of getting acquainted 
with singing--hearing it and doing a great deal of it--each 
according to his readiness. Never before did teachers have 
at hand such resources from which to choose their song 
materials. There are series books available for classroom 
use which have been the result of careful organization, an 
understanding of children's interests, and an extensive 
research into song literature. For youngsters in the 
primary grades, there are songs about children and the 
things children like to do; there are songs about home; 
there are songs about imaginary people and the world of 
out-of-doors; songs for our American holidays; and songs 
for the seasons of the year. There are hymns of worship 
and songs of patriotism, and there are art songs by great 
composers from the world's store of great music. (16:30) 
These songs are a musical heritage to which every child has 
a right and should be part of common musical knowledge. 
Many of the songs may be sung by all the children in the 
elementary school grades, but the youngest will know some 
of them only through hearing older children sing them. 
All musical activities, including singing, require 
careful listening. It is necessary then that children be 
taught to listen. A recent educational journal included 
the following comment concerning the teaching of listening 
to children: 
There are few things we can do for young children 
that will mean more to them toward heightening many 
areas of living than fostering good listening habits. 
From infancy on, listening is a major means of learn-
ing. (32:11) 
Listening to music in order to understand it begins 
in the kindergarten and first grade with experience in 
becoming aware of sound and by imitating these sounds by 
means of the voice or simple musical instrument. Listening 
then is an important asset to singing for a child must give 
close attention to tonal sounds in order to imitate them 
with his voice. In a chapter dealing with the teaching of 
listening, Nye and Nye stated: 
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Listening is, of course, part of every musical exper-
ience ••• rhythmic activities were the result of first 
listening, then responding physically to what was heard. 
Creative rhythmic response and creative dramatization 
are also based on listening. The singing activities 
were made possible by listening to the teacher's voice, 
to recordings of singing, to children's voices, and to 
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melodies played on instruments. The instrumental activi-
ties began by listening to, and singing, the pitches of 
songs before attempting to play them. Instruments were 
added to songs on the basis of listening with discrimina-
tion to find out whether the musical effect was what was 
desired. Thus all of these activities were made possible 
through listening. (22:125) 
Actually a child's listening experience begins long 
before he reaches school age. When left to their own 
creative instincts, all children feel music to be a quality 
of experience, adding intensity to perception, which they 
ceaselessly explore. They sing with the birds, buzz with 
the bees, walk like elephants, and "whirr" like airplanes, 
just to find what creatures, people, and things are "like". 
Children's efforts to identify themselves with all sounding 
and moving things gives them a natural starting point for 
understanding music. (49:117) 
The Discovery of the Singing Voice 
One of the most important responsibilities of the 
teacher is to help the child find his "singing" voice. 
Many children are able to sing when they come to school 
while others, even with expert teaching, fail to learn how 
to use their voice and may not sing well until they are in 
the upper grades. Regarding the child that does not respond 
easily to correct tone in singing, Pierce said: 
The time it takes for any child to learn to sing is 
by no means fixed. In fact, teaching children how to 
reproduce a melody is a problem frequently encountered 
in all of the elementary school grades. (24:45-46) 
Children at kindergarten and first grade level have 
voices which are not unified in group singing. Some cannot 
carry a tune, and some have a strident quality because they 
use their "play" voices. The singing class is frequently 
unmusical. Gradually, however, children gain in skills, 
and by the second and third grade, many of the singing 
problems have been solved. 
Tone-matching. Children are not always conscious of 
the difference between their speaking voice and their sing-
ing voice. When children do not perceive this difference 
quickly, the teacher may demonstrate by speaking a familiar 
jingle, such as a Mother Goose rhyme, and then singing it, 
asking children to indicate that they recognize the differ-
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ences. It takes only a few of such illustrations to show 
children what is expected of them when they are asked to 
sing. (24:48) Teachers must do their utmost to awaken in 
children what Mursell calls the "will to learn" as it relates 
to singing, Much of a child's growth will depend on how he 
feels about singing. McMillan summed up this idea: 
We must help children to understand that they are 
learnin~ to sing, or they "are finding their singing 
voices, just as they are learning many other things 
in school •••• Remember that the way you accept their 
learning problems will have a great deal to do with the 
way they accept their own problems and challenges. 
(16:52) 
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Throughout the literature, many helpful suggestions 
are offered to aid the child find his singing voice. Tone-
matching is proposed by many authors as a starting point for 
singing correct and pure tones. In the beginning stages of 
musical growth, these characteristics are not as important 
as the child's desire to sing and having a chance to sing 
wholeheartedly. A child who is doing his part in game and 
dialogue songs, in dramatization, and in tonal and rhythmic 
play is aroused to lively interest in music that will enable 
him to find his singing voice in his ~ good time. 
(49:I:viii) Thus, "matching" his voice to the sound of the 
animal, bell, or whatever sound is presented in the song 
will be the surest way to make him increasingly sensitive 
to the differences in the quality of tone which he, himself, 
is capable of producing. 
Melody direction. Children can readily learn to hear 
that a melody always goes "up", "down", or "straight across" 
if they are encouraged to listen carefully and to follow the 
melodic direction with bodily movements. Recent research 
and experiments indicate that bodily awareness plays a major 
role in singing. It appears that the singing of "high" and 
"low'' is a physical sensation in many cases, rather than a 
matter of hearing. ( 31:81) Hand motions by the teacher to 
shol'l how the tune moves are invaluable in aiding children 
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to follow the direction of the melody in a song. One of the 
initial steps the teacher should take is to discover if 
children hear correctly, and whether they understand what 
certain words mean in connection with music. Some children 
may not know what high and low mean in regard to pitch. To 
illustrate the meaning of the words, the teacher may move 
her hands or use the chalk-board to indicate the direction 
of the pitches. When children are guided to respond in 
this manner, their concepts of pitch relationships often 
improve to a remarkable degree. (22:100) 
The sustained~· Appealing to the child's imagina-
tion by giving him a definite sound to imitate, such as a 
whistle, and encouraging him to hold that sound on a neutral 
syllable for two or three counts, will be the start of 
conscious listening on ·the part of the child. He will 
begin to hear his own voice. Pierce suggested that the 
child pretend to blow the flame of a candle, or blow 
against his hand held an inch or two from his mouth to 
feel the steady flow of breath; he then may try to sustain 
a tone for the same length of time. (24:48) 
~ sung sentence. Some children subconsciously 
develop ability to match tones by playing games, such as 
calling the roll in song, and having the child sing his 
answer, or by playing "echo". McMillan mentioned several 
techniques to aid children find their singing voices. She 
suggested: 
Help the children to become more "pitch-minded". 
Hand motions will often help. Guessing games will 
help. • • • Sometimes a child who is not singing 
accuratelr, can do quite well if you allow him to 
choose a 'singing partner" to sit by him and help 
him. (16:53) 
Musical games that include "your" name and "mine" in 
dialogue song games become pleasant experiences as well as 
valuable ones. Singing small portions of a phrase will aid 
the children to grasp the tonal pattern through the ear and 
reproduce it with the voice by imitation. It is said that 
children are born imitators, for imitation is one of the 
first and most important steps in the process of learning. 
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The young have no choice but to imitate what they see and 
hear. It is one of the ways to store up a fund of feelings, 
images, and ideas to use, once they are assimilated, for 
both reflection and communication. (49:70) A recent music 
journal stated: 
Children 
nation. We 
children in 
experiences 
active mind 
live in a nation of their own, the imagi-
must draw upon the poetic natures of 
such a way as to involve their total 
in their listenin~ to music--with an 
and body. (38:30) 
Little children find it exciting to listen to foot-
steps coming down the hall, to pick out distant sounds in 
an apparent silence, or to listen to hear if unseen streets 
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sound wet or dry. This is a type of critical listening that 
may be begun in simple, humble, yet exciting realms, and will 
ultimately find expression in easy 'sung-sentences." 
~ ~ £[ simple instruments. By means of coordinated 
instrumental and vocal approach, mechanical aids have proved 
valuable for representing pitch differences. Because parti-
cular sound effects are made possible by song bells, xylo-
phones, and chimes, they are direct aids in improving pitch. 
Keen listening perception of singers is required in order to 
play them at the correct time, or to respond rhythmically to 
them. (22:103) These classroom instruments are invaluable 
to the uncertain singer. The child is encouraged to sing 
along with the accompaniment he isPlaying on song-bells or 
other instruments; to sing along with the whole group while 
another child plays; and to enable him to see, feel, and 
hear tonal direction. The teacher should use these instru-
ments, not only as a means of developing rhythmic responses, 
but also as an ear-training device. (24:50) Songs about 
things ~ sing (tick of the clock, ring of the telephone) 
are made more interesting by appropriate instrumental 
accompaniments; for example, a triangle rapidly jingled 
for the ringing doorbell or telephone, or rhythm sticks 
lightly tapped for ticking clocks. To children, these 
sounds make sense. They have something to do with the 
intimate, personal concerns of children. (49:161) 
Rote Song Experience 
The whole matter of ~ and where and ~ to teach 
songs centers upon seizing and using to advantageevery mood 
and occasion that make children ready to sing. During the 
early weeks of school life in the kindergarten and first 
grade, the songs chosen should be familiar and songs 
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children can sing without delay. The new songs should be 
brief, simple, and repetitious in both tune and text, making 
it easy for children to catch on and join in singing whenever 
they are ready. There will be inaccuracies, of course, but 
in the beginning the spirit of enthusiasm which impels a 
child to take part is the prime consideration. (49:I:x) 
Children should hear a more complex song several times 
before attempting to sing it. But, before concentrating 
upon isolated phrases, they should be allowed to sing 
along with the teacher as much of the song as they are 
able. This gives a feeling for the song as a whole that 
will make the separate parts more understandable to them. 
In teaching songs by rote, much time has to be given to 
details, to smoothing out difficult sections, to dealing 
with individual needs, to developing better group singing, 
to enlarging the song repertory, and to correlating sing-
ing with an ever-widening range of musical activities. 
Singing experiences in grade two continue as those 
in grade one, namely, by rote. Gradually, as the children 
develop, a familiarity with song material and the approach 
used by the teacher, their singing and listening skills 
grow. As they become familiar with a particular tonal 
pattern through listening, the teacher may write it on 
the chalk-board or other visual devic~for the children 
to see. It is not the musical symbol that is of particular 
interest at this point, but the eye-ear combination that 
will aid the tonal memory. 
A good program of rote singing leads naturally to 
reading music. The child must acquire a background of 
musical experience before any system of musical symbols 
can be clearly understood. Growth in musical understanding 
follows the pattern of growth in the ability to speak and 
read language. A child is not ready to read words until 
he has an adequate spoken vocabulary; similarly, he will 
need a musical vocabulary before he is ready to be::;in 
reading music. This is the principal work of the music 
program in the first grade. It is continued in the second 
grade with greater interest and keener perception because 
the children have become more reflective, and reasonable; 
they have become more receptive to the refinement and 
extension of musical experiences enjoyed in the kinder-
garten and grade one. (52:I:x) 
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Action songs. Play is the child's way of learning as 
well as growing. It is obvious the play is not play to 
children unless accompanied by sound and movement. Whatever 
children do in the way of repetitious movement is usually 
accompanied by chanting, rhyming, or singing. Rhythmic 
motions, once they are caught up and repeated by children, 
are invariably intensified by song. (49:I:l0) The action 
song, then, may be described as a song to which children 
add appropriate motions as suggested by the words. Counting 
rhymes and songs are an endless source of delight to young 
children. Ears are amused and pleased with such verses as 
"one little, two little, three little Indians," and "this 
old man, he played~· he played nick-nack on my thumb." 
As soon as the child learns to associate "two's" with his 
own two eyes, two ears, two hands, and two feet, the fun 
and pleasure of singing has begun. (49:I:42) 
Singing games. Since one of the child's most charac-
teristic activities is play, one may well begin with the 
singing game form of music, such as "Looby Loo," and other 
like games. Grant was concerned with the value of the singing 
game presented on the first day of school when he wrote: 
As soon as the children can sing the song, let them 
play it as a game, singing and playing, simultaneously. 
Rather than telling them exactly what motions to use, 
let them suggest how it should be done; the words describe 
the actions. The teacher should give directions only when 
the children can think of none. Thus, from the very 
first day, we stimulate each child to think, not merely 
follow directions. (9:19) 
Singing games emerge from living experiences, perhaps this 
is why seriousness and the fun and frolic coupled together 
have such a fascination for children. Children should be 
encouraged to tell the way they feel to 11do it," and to 
suggest any changes or variations that feel right to them. 
(49:I:45) Most music series include a number of singing 
games purposefully selected to develop in the child the 
sense of rhythm, pitch, and melody. The gay, free handling 
of the group with the play idea will often aid in solving 
problems of tone production through the development of 
confidence. 
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When children sing and at the same time do extensive 
bodily movement, the result is usually detrimental to either 
good singing or to good physical action. In discussing the 
advantages of singing games, McMillan mentioned the impor-
tance of keeping them a musical activity rather than a 
physical one in the singing program. She stated: 
We need to keep alive in the minds of the children 
that these are singi~ games. It is natural for children 
to become preoccupie with the action, and they can 
easily become singing games as they tend to become on 
the playground or in the gymnasium • • • but if we try 
to keep alive the musical values of the games, it defines 
our approaches and influences our goals. (16:78) 
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As children develop keener perception of the rhythmic 
content of the song, skill in listening can prompt the use 
of different instruments to mark the strong and weak beats. 
(21:81) 
Dances. Most folk dances are taught in the inter-
mediate grades. Some of them are taught in the primary 
grades in simplified versions. One of the easiest "dance" 
would be the Indian type in which first grade children do 
a heavy walk or hop. Very young children love all kinds of 
animal dances, especially those that involve both hands and 
feet in imitation of four-footed animals. One of the most 
important factors in the development of a child's rhythmic 
sense is the music that he hears for his dancing. Coleman 
remarked that: 
To dance the same kind of step to different pulses, 
according to the music, gives the child a definite 
experience in feeling pulses. To walk or to dance to 
the rhythm of a melody will give the child a physical 
sensation of the rhythm which will enable him to ~lay 
or sing it with greater rhythmic accuracy. (3:80) 
Contribution of Singing and Listening to Music Reading 
Readiness 
It is important to help children to be able to think 
tone--to think lovely tones in the way that Peter Pan said 
to "think :bvely thoughts." This has implications for sing-
ing activities, because children are likely to sing with 
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greater beauty of tone if they think the beginning pitch 
during a moment of silence before singing it rather than 
singing while the starting pitch or chord is still sounding. 
Through skillfully planned listening experiences, the teacher 
will help children in the first and second grades to become 
aware of the differences in pitch, and as they have more 
experiences in singing, their sensitivity and awareness will 
lead to understanding and discrimination with regard to 
specific pitch differentiation. Through listening, children 
at this level will also become increasingly aware of differ-
ences in dynamics and tempo, although they will express this 
simply in terms of louder and softer, and faster and slower. 
As children continue their singing experiences, they listen 
in order to become aware of phrases. They also learn to 
recognize those that are like and unlike. This recognition 
obviously is basic to an awareness and understanding of 
form which, in turn, is of enormous value in music reading. 
(40:277) 
II. SINGING AND RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
Singing is not the only activity of the music period, 
for much of the beauty and appeal of the music lies in its 
rhythm. The importance of developing rhythmic sensitivity 
in young children cannot be overestimated. The good record-
ings which accompany many of our newer music texts can help 
the teacher to become more conscious of this rhythmic 
vitality. The earlier the teacher seizes upon the spon-
taneous activities of the child and comprehends their 
moods by giving them appropriate accompaniments either on 
the piano, a rhythmic instrument, or by singing, the 
greater pleasure and interest she can add to such exper-
iences for them. Rhythmic grasp cannot be taught by the 
teacher; it can only be guided and stimulated by her, 
since the rhythm must be experienced and understood by 
the child. 
First Experiences with Rhythm 
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The first and most natural rhythmic response for a 
child is a simple, free movement made to the underlying 
rhythmic beat of music. Before a real study of rhythm and 
rhythmic patterns can begin successfully, it is necessary 
for a child to ~ this steady swing or beat in the music 
he hears and to respond to it spontaneously. Most educators 
agree that physical response is the only proper approach to 
the teaching of rhythm. The teacher should keep in mind 
that it takes time to develop skill in rhythmic activities 
and that some children respond to rhythm sooner than others. 
(10:1) 
Through study and careful experimentation, it has been 
found that the approach to conscious feeling for rhythm should 
be made through the natural physical response of the child 
to the stimulus of music with decided rhythmic character, 
Pianos in the school, specially prepared rhythm records, 
and children's singing games furnish abundant material for 
this work. The guiding principle is that the child shall 
show through his own initiative his response to the under-
lying rhythmic beat and tempo of the music. 
Games are more or less organized activities that 
have the spirit of recreation and amusement and involve 
group work. Action or motion songs in which the accompany-
ing movements are large, free, and simple are ideal for 
early experience with rhythm. In some cases, the motions 
are suggested by the words of the song; at other times 
they are simply movements which fit the rhythmic pattern 
of the music. 
~ rhythmic ~· The first grade teacher begins 
by finding the natural individual rhythm of each child. 
Since running is the most natural movement for young 
children, the running reaction and rhythm of the group 
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must be observed and utilized. Following the running exper-
ience, the clapping of the beat, walking, skipping, and 
galloping come in natural sequence, All the activities of 
the body in free play are experienced: swaying, swinging, 
whirling, and like fundamental movements. 
fiNE AND APPLIED AR rs LibRARY 
In some of the more natural rhythms, such as walking 
and running, the teacher should first adapt her tempo to 
that of the children. Later, the children will take the 
tempo she desires. This accompaniment may be played by 
the teacher on the piano, or drum, or on a record. The 
children first clap the rhythm to the accompaniment and 
then attempt to step to the same accompaniment. To guard 
against children making movements simply for the fun of 
doing so with no concern for the music, it is important 
that the teacher lead them to listen carefully to the 
rhythm of the music before they express themselves in 
action. Nye and Nye comment directly on this point: 
"Children should not be asked to respond to rhythm until 
they have had the opportunity to listen carefully." (22) 
Rhythmic Expression 
There is no such thing as separating rhythmic action 
from the countless pursuits which engage the interests and 
attention of children. Children pulsate with rhythmic 
energy. Their entire beings are keyed to respond to recur-
rent beat, to regular and irregular accents, and to the 
thousand and one variations of long and short, fast and 
slow. Play in childhood is essentially rhythmic. The 
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infinite number of varied and complex activities which 
children devise during playtime is their way of accumulating, 
co-ordinating, and using as many ideas, learnings, and con-
trols as they can manage to crowd into their waking hours. 
(51:83) 
Music is an integral part of learning the play way, 
for spontaneous singing and rhythmic expression are simul-
taneous with most of the physical activity of childhood. 
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A child who is clapping the beat of a song or running and 
stamping to a piece played on the piano is gaining a finer 
sense of the expressive values of his own rhythmic movements. 
Motor responses to singing, listening, and playing create in 
children a sense of balance and freedom that leads to self-
realization, which is the principal purpose of both play and 
music in the education of young children. (53:83) 
Guidance and suggestions from teachers are indispen-
sable for both the recognition and the development of the 
permanent values that grow out of the elementary activities 
of free rhythmic play. Children have to be helped to see 
even the immediate possibilities of their play rhythms in 
relation to the songs they sing, the instruments they play, 
and the music they hear on a piano or by a recording. When 
children learn to apply their familiar play movements to the 
rhythmic patterns of their school music experiences, they 
come into a fuller realization of what they have already 
experienced many times and in many ways. (51:83) 
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Bodily Response to Note Values 
Music is not always required to initiate rhythmic 
response. For example, for walking, appropriate words could 
be chanted, the rhythm clapped, and finally suitable music 
could be added in time to the children's walking. A feeling 
for the basic beat can be developed through verbal chants, 
percussion instruments, and free rhythmic activity. The 
purpose of building a strong rhythmic foundation is to make 
children conscious of the duration values of notes in the 
music to which they are listening. Mursell stated: 
Instead of introducing, let us say, our note lengths 
one by one, bringing in each at a stated time and then 
passing on to the next, we will introduce them as they 
occur in the music •••• In dealing with first and 
second graders we will certainly not make elaborate 
explanations. For instance, if there is a little fast 
passage in sixteenth notes, we may say "Let's make our 
tune scamper here~" Of course, this is not a complete, 
logical, adequate account of sixteenth notes. But it 
is perfectly right as far as it goes •••• Help them 
to understand and realize as far as they can. Be sure 
that they understand and realize rightly as far as they 
go, ••• Our program will provide for many, many exper-
iences with note lengths of all kinds as children move 
onward. • •• They will come in when and as the music 
requires. We will help children to understand them, to 
grasp them, to respond to their musical meaning better 
and better as they become more mature and as their back-
ground builds up. The full meaning of note lengths will 
dawn upon them, beginning with a glimmer, and gradually 
turning into full day. This is entirely different from 
learning each separate note length at a stated time, and 
storing the bit of knowledge for future use. (17:81-82) 
Concentration on the three rhythms of walking, running, 
and skipping as a preparation for music reading, and a gradu-
ally increasing emphasis on attention to the notes heard as 
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the music is played, as well as to the general rhythmic flow 
of the musi~ cannot be overestimated; they are essential to 
success with more advanced rhythmic activities which come 
later. 
Use of Percussion Instruments 
Walking, running, skipping, and other rhythmic move-
ments can be satisfactorily introduced by the teacher using 
a rhythm instrument. A good drum or tom-torn with a clear 
deep tone will be a suitable choice for these earliest 
experiences. In the primary grades, further understanding 
of such fundamental rhythms can be gained by using songs 
that suggest impersonations; they can also be taught from 
the point of view of free rhythmic play. Concerning this 
phase of presentation, Nye and Nye stated: 
The teacher may tap a drum, play the piano, or use a 
recording, and ask the children what it "makes them feel 
like doing." From their own experience should come the 
suggestions which will eventually include such movements 
as clapping, walking, leaping, galloping, and jumping. 
Through the freedom of the children to respond to the 
rhythms of the music they discover other bodily move-
ments which include swinging, bouncing, bending, and 
bodily stretching. (22:22) 
Through all of this, the teacher controls and guides 
the learning situation by helping the children relate 
familiar physical responses to the music to which they 
listen. (22:25) 
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To develop skills in rhythmic activities, time is 
needed. In the beginning, the teacher should follow a few 
carefully selected procedures, thus minimizing occasions of 
discouragement for both pupil and teacher. Nye and Nye men-
tion this aspect specifically when they commented: 
As in so many other areas of education, we must "make 
haste slowly." Therefore, the teacher should strive for 
a simple and thorough approach. By the end of the first 
grade most children will have learned to walk, run, 
gallop, and hop in time to music. (22:26) 
Percussion instruments can be most valuable in develop-
ing a strong sense of rhythm when they are first played by 
the teacher and later played by the children themselves. As 
soon as the child begins to have some muscular control, he 
begins to experiment with his toys and other things around 
him in producing sound. The kindergarten and first grade 
try to meet these interests by making available percussion 
instruments which are but extensions of tapping feet, clap-
ping hands, and snapping fingers. Because this is true, 
drums, triangles, rhythm sticks, small cymbals, tambourines, 
and bells are examples from a great variety of simple per-
cussion instruments that are being used to enrich the musical 
growth of young children. These instruments can be very 
useful in providing increasing direction, unity, and vitality 
to a child's innate desire to give objective expression to 
the compelling appeal of music motion. (49:1:172) 
Contribution of Singing and Rhythmic Activities to Music 
Reading Readiness 
Rhythmic activities should culminate in greater 
musical understanding and enjoyment, better performance in 
singing and playing instruments, and, finally, in better 
understanding of musical notation, even though they may be 
very elementary at this point. 
In the first and second grades, the natural physical 
responses to rhythms should be thoroughly established. A 
feeling for rhythm, underlying beat, tempo, and meter can 
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be firmly developed through the use of songs of various types. 
The use of percussion instruments is another advantageous way 
of establishing the rhythmic beat and recognizing the note 
values through symbols. All children at this grade level 
should be able to demonstrate, according to their ability, 
awareness of accent, phrase and form, tempo and dynamics, 
through bodily movements and the use of percussion instru-
ments. (31) 
Reading readiness for music consists in becoming aware 
of the two principal characteristics of music: melodic and 
rhythmic movement. The child who imitates a tune that is 
sung for him does it without any conscious idea of tonal 
or rhythmic progressions. He must be prepared for his intro-
duction to notation by first becoming conscious of the "up 
and down" or"straight across" of short melodies, and the 
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"long and short" of duration. Through a good program of rote 
singing, children will be provided with a rich background for 
music reading readiness. In the first and second grades, the 
program should be designed to store in the children's memories 
experiences they will use later for understanding, judging, 
and evaluating music. (52:I:xi) 
III. SINGING AND ACCOMPANIMENTS 
Accompaniments are intended to enrich, by adding 
interest and meaning to songs learned by children through-
out the length of their school years. To "accompany" is 
defined as meaning to "go along with." Thus, an accompani-
ment played on an instrument or sung should "go along with" 
the voices. It should not obliterate them by the volume of 
its tone. 
In the past, some educators have urged teachers not 
to use piano or other instruments to accompany their teach-
ing of a song to children, Accompaniments were not to be 
added until the children knew the song quite well, as shown 
by their ability to sing it alone. No actual research 
proves that children learn songs faster or better without 
accompaniments than with them. Therefore, teachers are 
urged to use these instruments if they find them helpful, 
or simply to sing without them if they do not find them 
an aid for the singing of the group. 
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Accompaniments to children's son,ss should be simple. 
A few chords on piano or autoharp are frequently better 
accompaniment to children's singing than more contrapuntal 
devices. ( 8:54) Many of the new series boolcs offer helpful 
suggestions as to the amount of accompaniment \lhich should 
be used with singing. It is to be noted, however, that many 
of these texts do not advocate much piano accompaniment with 
the singing of very young children because much of the son::; 
material was intended for unaccompanied singing and will 
actually sound at its best without any accompaniment. 
Throughout this study, reference is made specifically 
toward teaching children to listen carefully. The teacher 
can help the child by offering a rich classroorn environment 
enhanced by tonal and rhythmic instruments and recordings 
with which he may sing along or may listen to other people 
sing or play. 
Song Accompaniment 
A song sung by the teacher, appropriate to the child's 
activity, will not only bring pleasure to the child at the 
moment, but may awaken his rhythmic avmreness and interest 
in music. (16:31) The usual medium of rote-song presenta-
tion is the teacher's voice. Since imitation is natural to 
children, one of the ways in which they will learn correct 
voice quality is through the imitation of the teacher's sing-
ing. Her voice, therefore, should be pleasing and expressive; 
her face should reflect the meaning of the song; in other 
words, musical sincerity should be her watchword. (24:59) 
Although there are other effective ways of teaching songs 
to children, in the first and second grades, these methods 
cannot completely replace the teacher's voice. Younger 
children sometimes find it difficult to understand the 
diction of voices strange to them, especially those on 
recordings. (22:116) 
Songs may be used as accompaniments for group move-
ments. They may be sung by one group as the other moves, 
by the group that is moving, or by the teacher while the 
whole group moves. This type of song accompaniment is 
characteristic of singing games and folk dances. Most 
singing games contribute to organized play. The song, 
itself, forms the accompaniment. Often the group that does 
the singing adds hand-clapping and percussion instruments 
to its accompaniment of rhythmic activity. The out-door 
singing game is almost always accompanied vocally; when 
these activities take place indoors, the piano or record-
ings may provide variety. (22:34) 
Piano Accompaniment 
Although it is highly desirable to have a piano in 
every classroom, the piano is not essential in teaching or 
in accompanying songs. In a normal situation where the 
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teacher uses her singing voice, the piano has its greatest 
use at two points in the learning process--at the beginning 
and at the end. A song may be introduced by playing it on 
the piano in a simple manner. Elaborate accompaniments make 
the melody difficult to hear and also hinder the teacher 
from hearing the children sing because her attention is 
divided between playing and listening. A second reason 
for not using the piano during the listening process of 
the song is that it makes the children too dependent on 
the instrument. However, after a song has been learned, 
the addition of a piano accompaniment can be a thrilling 
and satisfying experience, adding greatly to the singers' 
enjoyment and to the musical effect of the performance. 
(22:117) Well-played accompaniments can be valuable assets 
in encouraging beautiful voice quality with children's 
singing. McMillan pointed out this feature specifically: 
When children hear a pianist play the accompaniment 
of a song with which they have been working, and play 
it with beautiful, smooth phrasing, a compelling 
rhythmic movement, and interesting interpretive 
effects, the song takes on new life to them. (16:44) 
Fortunately, many of the accompaniments that are 
found in the music series are simple but harmonically 
interesting. The accompaniments require comparatively 
little technical facility, but the accompanist needs a 
genuine respect for the significance of the printed symbols 
and a musicianly manner of interpretation. Myers made a 
noteworthy statement regarding the place of well-played 
piano accompaniments. She commented: 
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The piano accompaniment has an important role in pro-
moting musical growth. Its use accustoms the children 
to hearing tones other than those they are singing. 
Listening while sin~ing is excellent preparation for 
part-songs. (21:28) 
The values involved when accompaniments are played 
by inexperienced children are not to be discounted. It is 
a great encouragement to a child who has been practicing 
by himself to work toward the day when he will play for 
his class to sing. The simple, well-arranged accompani-
ments in the music series make this possible for the 
average piano pupil. 
Throughout the literature, many suggestions for suc-
cessful and helpful uses of the piano are presented. Since 
its use as an accompanying instrument has been stressed thus 
far in this study, attention is centered on this particular 
phase. As an accompanying instrument, the piano is a help 
to correct intonation, an aid to hearing other tones while 
singing, and an asset to harmonic feeling. In addition, it 
provides introductions and codas to songs. 
Orchestral Instruments as Accompaniment 
While early experimentation with rhythm and tonal 
instruments is going on in the kindergarten and in grades 
one and two, children are being given the opportunities to 
be close to, and to experiment with, many other instruments. 
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Well-chosen orchestral instruments should be used at appro-
priate times to enhance the musical effects of songs, and to 
help children to learn to sing and to listen. If the teacher 
can play the flute, violin, clarinet, or cello, she can play 
not only the melody part, but supply also a counter-melody or 
lower part to some songs. These instruments, as well as the 
folk-type string instruments, are often preferable to the 
piano because they blend so well with voices and do not 
obliterate them. Many parents and high school students are 
able to enrich the classroom environment by playing different 
instruments and allowing the children to examine and touch 
them. Community artists and performers are often pleased to 
be invited to the classrooms to play for children and to tell 
them a little about their instruments. Children should 
examine these instruments and also the inside of the piano 
as well as the keyboard. Such exploratory experiences add 
greatly to the musical appreciation and understanding of 
these instruments. (25:116) 
The Autoharp and Melodic Instruments 
Although the autoharp and melodic instruments, such 
as song bells, melody bells, or chromatic bells, are simple 
to play and are well within the scope of the classroom 
teacher, they present somewhat more difficulty in playing 
than rhythm instruments. 
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~ autoharp. The autoharp is an harmonic instrument 
played with simple sweeping motions of the hand across the 
strings which are depressed by various tone bars. Much of 
the material presented in music texts is marked with autoharp 
chords. Because this instrument can make some of the impor-
tant contributions of the piano, it provides a comparatively 
simple means of providing accompaniment to songs. It is also 
most useful as a medium of experimenting with harmony, for it 
makes it easy for children to begin to realize that most 
melodies have harmonic implications and can be enriched by 
an harmonic background. Some children find satisfaction in 
strumming and plucking the strings of a guitar or ukelele, 
listening and improvising with the sounds. Other children 
turn to the autoharp because they are able through chords 
to give the songs a more harmonic accompaniment. (25:100) 
Song bells. Melody bells or chromatic bells used in 
the classroom have proved to be an effective aid in teaching 
children to understand and enjoy music. They are most useful 
in creating special sound effects in the music, such as 
imitating chimes, clocks, church bells, and sleigh bells. 
Instruments of this type are most suitable for young children 
because they require usually only one motion to produce the 
sound. Ellison suggested that these instruments be approached 
from an experimental point of view. (7:59) Examination and 
experimentation of these simple tonal instruments cannot be 
over-emphasized. Teachers who do not capitalize upon the 
science of sound are missing an important opportunity. 
(30:58) These instruments are invaluable for experimenta-
tion, introducing the concept of high and low, for song 
enrichment, song recognition, and for the introduction of 
note reading. 
Simple Instruments as Accompaniment 
Children develop discrimination in sound, an aware-
ness of mood, and a sensitivity in the use of instruments 
if the teacher uses a creative approach. From the earliest 
years, the child should be encouraged to listen to the 
music, to choose the instrument he should use, and to 
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decide when he should play it. Because they are creative, 
children will add ideas of their own for interesting effects 
and accompaniments. 
The experience of playing instruments in the early 
grades is an exploratory one. All young children should 
have the opportunity to handle simple instruments and experi-
ment in producing tones from them. In the beginning, this 
activity may be teacher-guided. That is, the teacher may 
tell the class rather completely when and how to play. As 
soon as possible, the teacher directs the child's attention 
to what instrument or instruments sound most appropriate 
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with the different types of music. The building of musical 
discrimination has begun. It is not long before this sense 
of discrimination develops and the children are able to make 
their own value-judgments of their sound effects and, as a 
group, make their selection of the instruments most appro-
priate to the mood and the form of the music. For example, 
they have learned that the tinkling of the triangle can 
portray light and dainty music, while the heavier-sounding 
drum is best suited to a sturdy rhythm. (22:41) A rain 
song, a clock song, a song about a pony can be made more 
realistic and satisfying by the addition of some instrument. 
After a song has been learned, the teacher may discuss with 
the children the character of the song and guidethem to sug-
gest an appropriate accompaniment. The value of such parti-
cipation is not so much the perfect performance with the 
instruments suggested, as the fact that the children con-
sciously listen and share in making decisions regarding the 
accompaniment. 
Contribution of Singing and Accompaniments to Music Reading 
Readiness 
The greatest contribution awareness of accompaniment 
makes in the early grades may be the awakening of interest 
in music produced by other means than the voice. The use of 
rhythm instruments as a mode of expression of moods presented 
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in the music, and the addition of rhythmical sound effects 
as part of the accompaniments with rhythm or tonal instru-
ments, opens the door to a new world of music in which the 
child may create the atmosphere in a musical way for his own 
feelings. The use of tonal, harmonic, and rhythmic instru-
ments paves the way for harmonic-readiness; they aid in 
tuning ears and voices; they establish steady rhythmic 
response; and by the development of a feeling for harmony, 
they contribute greatly in the preparation for part-singing 
in the upper grades. 
IV. SINGING AND MUSIC SYMBOLS 
Teachers in the elementary schools are in a position 
to draw on the experiences of experts in the general field 
of reading. After years of research, they have found that 
children learn to read better through guided experiences in 
reading about people, places, and objects of real interest 
to them, rather than by a series of lessons unrelated to the 
child's experiences. This conception can be applied to music 
reading. Although there is great similarity between language 
reading and music reading, there is also a great difference. 
Most people agree that because music reading is not usually 
the determining factor of success in the life of the ordinary 
person, facility in language reading is more essential than 
is music reading. However, since the ability to read music 
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is a desirable enrichment to the life of all who use music, 
and a practical necessity for those who play music, it should 
begin to be developed in the elementary school. 
All the foundational principles clearly emphasized 
throughout the literature imply that music reading must be 
accomplished by so guiding the child 1 s musical interests and 
experiences that he is surrounded with songs which he desires 
to sing and music which he wants to play on an instrument. 
He learns to read music directly from these song materials 
and instrumental selections rather than through isolated 
drills on syllables and exercises. The emergence of the 
mastery of the score from the child's musical experiences 
is the object which is sought. 
Children in the kindergarten and first grade should 
learn to sing a large repertory of songs by imitation and 
should experience growth in tonal production as a functional 
consequence of much singing participated in with pleasure 
and enjoyment. Later, they should learn to recognize the 
song when it is sung with a neutral syllable, or when they, 
themselves, play it on a simple instrument. 
All these activities build within the child a con-
sciousness of melodic movement, which he, in turn, reproduces. 
Through their expanding experiences with rhythm, children in 
the primary grades should feel and hear phrases in the music, 
sensing likeness and difference both rhythmically and tonally. 
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In responding to their songs with movement, the children 
should feel the rhythmic pattern. They should perceive note 
values: those that walk, run, and those that go more slowly. 
The child may picture the tonal movement, expressing the 
larger and smaller intervals with his hands; later, he may 
transfer this tonal picture to a visual picture on the 
chalk-board. All these musical elements should come forth 
naturally from singing and other musical experiences which 
are connected with pupil-initiated activity of school life. 
(24:83) All these activities should build up for the child 
an aural understanding of music. They are most important, 
for the printed musical score will carry no real musical 
meaning unless feeling and inward hearing of the music, as 
well as the visual interpretation of the musical symbols, 
is present. 
The procedures classroom teachers use in the early 
grades, as well as the experiences with which they provide 
children, prepare the way for the study of notation. The 
question is where to start in helping the child to identify 
a certain musical experience and connect it with the proper 
musical symbols. Several music educators have contributed 
suggestions. Among them, McMillan offers specific direction 
on the subject of the initial presentation. She stated: 
Of course, we will not begin to introduce a child to 
musical symbols until he has a whole "storehouse" of 
song, rhythmic and listening experiences that have been 
thoroughly enjoyable. (16:166) 
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McMillan further indicated that note symbols have two 
meanings, namely, a pitch meaning and a rhythmic meaning. 
It is to the latter meaning that our attention is first 
turned. Many educators treat the rhythmic activities with 
emphasis on ways to encourage children's response to the 
feeling of note duration. According to McMillan, the new 
problem is the introduction of the symbols for the various 
duration values of notes. "An essential part of the problem 
is connecting the feeling of duration with the proper symbol." 
(16:167) 
Rhythmic Experiences and Musical Symbols 
In kindergarten and first grade, a rich, happy, and 
emotionally satisfying environment should surround the varied 
musical activities. From these guided experiences emerge 
such concepts as high and low (in pitch), loud and soft, 
fundamental movements, accent, rhythmic patterns, and slow 
and fast. To increase the understanding of pitch levels by 
acting out melody lines and associating this in a very general 
way with notation of these melodies, to play tunes on simple 
instruments by ear and by numerical notation, introduces 
notation in an incidental, indirect manner and is a prepara-
tion for further understanding of the details of notation. 
(22:167) 
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Bodily response ~ rhythmic instruments. Since much 
of the beauty and appeal of music lies in its rhythm, a care-
ful selection of the music to be used is important. Through-
out the literature, music educators, who feel that rhythmic 
expression is of vital importance in the child's musical 
experience, stress the importance of using nothing but good 
music at all times for such experiences. This practice is 
commendable if circumstances permit. However, some of the 
most valuable rhythmic experiences happen unexpectedly, 
spontaneously, and without any pre-planning on the part of 
the teacher. At such times, the most effective accompani-
ment may be the beating of the tom-tom, or an improvised 
accompaniment of chords and arpeggios at the piano. The 
important .factor is that the children get a feeling for 
mood, phrase, and accent. Young children are very adept 
in creating their own rhythmic patterns on percussion instru-
ments, and they are able to record these patterns by systems 
of dots and dashes. Later, they may translate them into note 
values when the need for permanent form becomes apparent. 
(24:97) 
Note lengths ~ their symbols. Gaining a feeling 
for the values of notes to be found later in reading material 
is an important phase of music reading readiness. Actual 
names of note values can be taught in a relatively short 
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time, but the feeling for values is the result of experienc-
ing them with and within the body for months. "Stepping the 
tune" is interesting and valuable play. The children learn 
that a quarter note is a step note; an eighth note is a 
running note; a half note is a stop note; and a whole note 
is a stop ~ bend ~ ~ note, It makes no difference 
what the children call these notes as long as they feel the 
value of them, These controlled movements of the body 
develop in the child a feeling for values--a fundamental 
feeling he can obtain in no other way. If this feeling is 
a part of him, he does not need extensive drill in note 
values when he needs to interpret the printed symbol in the 
song. When a child can look at four quarter notes and feel 
"step, step, step, step," inside him without conscious 
thought, he can devote his energies to recognizing notes, 
recalling their sound, and singing the sound, (29) 
Many suggestions are offered in the literature as 
aids in approaching the problem of duration value of the 
notes with the proper symbol. McMillan used the play names 
instead of the mathematical approach: 
Just as we have inherited our inefficient spelling of 
the English language, we have also inherited arithmetical 
names for notes which are puzzling even to adult begin-
ners. In order to avoid this problem at the beginning, 
some teachers use "play names" for the duration values 
of notes. • • • They highlight the feeling of movement 
of the notes and avoid for a time the puzzling arithme-
tical names which have so little significance in terms 
of movement. (16:167) 
Whether "play names" or arithmetical names are used, 
it is necessary that children connect the feeling of move-
ment with the symbol. The teacher may make a "rhythm pic-
ture" of a familiar song that has simple duration values 
and have the children sing the "play names". Then a few 
children can "step" the song while others play the patterns 
on rhythm instruments or sing the "play names" for the 
"steppers". (16:168) 
Accents. Rhythm instruments are very helpful in 
identifying the accent. Some authors mentioned the fact 
that instrumental recordings seemed to be more efficacious 
in indicating the accent than songs, since v10rds tend to 
detract from the accent. When the songs are reviewed, the 
teacher should establish the tempo and the pitch. Tempo 
may be established in various ways; she may sing or play 
a part of the song, or clap the song through while the 
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class listens;by using one of these means and by simple 
conducting movements, the teacher sets the tempo and estab-
lishes a greater sense of feeling for the movement of the 
song. When some children have responded well to the sense 
of the underlying beat, it is advantageous to let them stand 
before the class and show by their arm movements what they 
are feeling in the music. The teacher may then tell them 
that the strong beat that keeps coming again and again is 
called the "accented beat". 
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Phrases. Both in physical response to music and in 
the choice of appropriate percussion instruments to accom-
pany music, comprehension of musical phrases and of contrast-
ing musical ideas should gradually grow in the children's 
minds. Although in the kindergarten and first grade much of 
this is done rather spontaneously and without much emphasis, 
children in the second grade ordinarily are advanced enough 
to be able to understand that music "swings" in two's and 
three's, that it is put together in sections, and that these 
"musical sentences" are called phrases. Second graders are 
capable of recognizing phrases and should be guided to "act" 
them out or to write them on the chalk-board by means of 
lines. 
Audio-visual aids. Music reading in the lower grades 
is essentially a matter of noticing. Through experience, 
this noticing becomes more and more precise, detailed, and 
discriminating. Diagrams and designs consisting of dots, 
curves, long and short lines, can also represent melodic 
patterns. The length of phrases can be visualized in terms 
of movement. Experiences of all these types are suggested 
throughout the music series leading toward the intelligent 
and assured use of the more precise eye-symbols of standard 
notation. 
Melodic Experiences and Music Symbols 
When children have acquired some command of their 
singing voices, they enjoy singing melodies with number and 
syllable names. They like to show pitch levels with their 
hands and do so with discrimination; for example, the pitch 
levels are carefully measured as to just how high and just 
how low. They also indicate whether the pitch moves hori-
zontally for a length of time or for just a short phrase. 
These signs of discrimination are among the first fruits 
of the child's musical development. 
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Melodic experiences open the door to music reading, 
especially to children in the second grade. However, before 
music reading is presented, it is well to keep in mind that 
all the activities begun and carried on in the kindergarten 
and first grade are continued and enlarged upon. The pur-
suit of techniques and further development of capacities 
through the reading of music should be done through the 
use of the observation song. 
Development of tonal relationships. In the approach 
from rote singing to music reading, there is a transition 
from the ear to the eye. This transition should follow 
through these types of songs: rote, rote-note, and note. 
(41) Having sung many rote songs and built up a strong 
aural perception of melody and rhythm, the child is now 
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ready to begin the transfer of his attention to the printed 
page and to develop a readiness for the independent reading 
which will soon follow. The melodic or pitch meaning of the 
notes on the printed page is more difficult to identify than 
the sounds that have been learned through the ear. Scale 
patterns and tonal combinations are learned easily in this 
manner, but when the music is written, it requires the know-
ledge of the sound in the ear. This is another step in the 
learning process--it is something new to be learned. The 
following ways of learning to deal with the melodic meaning 
of notes have been tried. 
Number notation. Some teachers use numbers as an aid 
to discovering the musical meaning of melody. Their prefer-
ence is based on the fact that children know numbers, and 
numbers serve as a ready-made approach. However, it must 
be kept in mind that in using them the children have to 
learn a "sound association" with them. Numbers serve par-
ticularly well when children are playing melody bells or 
like instruments. There are some arguments against the 
process, however, since numbers are used for duration value 
and for staff association. Therefore, it seems quite com-
plex to use numbers also in connection with melody. 
(21: 175-176) 
Syllable names. It is generally agreed by teachers 
that the most satisfactory approach to melody recognition 
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is through singing the notes on the printed page using the 
"sol-fa" syllables. The teacher should tell the children a 
little of the history of the scale names and the system of 
"movable do". When the process is thoroughly understood and 
correctly used, it simplifies the problem of independent 
reading and recognition of sound both for the teacher who 
is guiding the children's musical experience, as well as 
for the children. 
To be able to read music accurately through the use 
of syllables or numbers is not an end in itself, but a 
means to an end. These syllables must be connected 
inseparably to melody. Through familiarity with many 
songs, the desired mental picture of sound patterns will 
develop. Syllable names may be used as a new stanza of a 
very familiar song. Most educators recommend the use of 
simple songs that emphasize the tonic chord, thus establish-
ing a "key feeling." The recurrence of "do", especially at 
the end of the song, will identify it as the most important 
tone of all. Singing the syllables is an important factor 
in introducing the sound association with syllable names. 
Many songs have similar tonal patterns. It is neces-
sary that the teacher guide the children to recognize these 
patterns and associate them with the proper syllables. 
Chalk-board presentation or charting is preferred by most 
teachers before the first experiences with the printed 
tonal patterns are met with in the music book. This eye 
recognition of patterns sung by syllables is a decided 
advantage when children are confronted with them on the 
printed page. 
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Audio-visual ~· The approach to reading music is 
based upon the method used by primary teachers in teaching 
children to read. During the early lessons in reading, the 
teacher does not introduce the child to many words on a 
printed page, but rather to one or two words. These words 
are repeated on other pages until, by their constant repeti-
tion, the words become part of the child's reading vocabu-
lary. In a song, the tonal pattern is treated in the same 
manner. It is not generally found on the same staff, but 
is placed on different staffs throughout the song. The 
child must develop his ability to recognize familiar pat-
terns wherever they appear in the song being sung. 
The actual manipulation of material involved in the 
learning process is of great importance. As in the reading 
method, words must be isolated from the printed page by being 
printed on the chalk-board or on flash cards; so in the pro-
cess of learning to read music, a similar approach is used. 
Tonal patterns should be isolated from the printed page and 
built on the staff. Many of the newer series have a large 
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staff in readiness for such a method; this staff may be a 
part of the fly-leaf or may be an insert. Such staffs may 
also be drawn on heavy tag board and used for other musical 
activities. The teacher's manuals connected with the music 
series offer helpful suggestions for building these patterns. 
Black cut-out notes about the size of a quarter are suitable 
though it is suggested that such notes be oval shaped rather 
than round like the coin. Charts and musical ladders, bear-
ing scale or number names, are helpful in visualizing inter-
vals when the teacher sings a group of tones. The children 
may then point to the tonal pattern, or if the teacher is 
interested in the rhythmic value, clap it. When the children 
sing what is being pointed to on the board or chart, syllable 
names should be used. 
Board work and placing notes on the staff are indis-
pensable methods for correlating eye and ear pictures in the 
minds of the children. When the "sol-mi" pattern is 
thoroughly learned, the next logical pattern to introduce 
is "mi-do"; when both of these patterns are easily recog-
nized aurally and by sight, they may be combined to form 
the tonic chord. Tonal patterns should be used in their 
ascending and descending forms, thus giving the children 
the eye picture as well as the ear concept of the tones, 
Children will enjoy picking out the various patterns on the 
chalk-board, or flannel board, or on the printed page. They 
also derive great pleasure from playing them on melody 
instruments. Their creative abilities must be fostered 
and guided at all times by the teacher. The more they 
discover these familiar tonal patterns in their songs and 
instrumental experiences, the more they will be developing 
an accurate knowledge of tonal relationships. (22) 
Scoring Music for Melody Instruments 
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Within the last few years, there has been a decided 
growth in the interest and the use of simple instruments to 
be played by children. To facilitate the learning and to 
eliminate as much of the skill factor as possible, most of 
the melodic instruments use number or letter names for the 
different strings or bars, according to the type instrument. 
This approach gives children the opportunity to play tunes 
almost immediately. The relationship of the number system 
is obvious to the first grader because he has already 
learned to recognize numbers. To score a simple song for 
the use of these instruments, the numbers may be placed 
beneath the words, and their duration values may be indi-
cated by long and short lines over the notes. Ingenuity 
on the part of the teacher will be rewarding in providing 
another pleasurable experience for the class. 
Contribution of Singing and Music Symbols to Music Reading 
Readiness 
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The symbols of music notation take on meaning only 
when they are related to specific musical experience. 
Mursell points out that "music reading begins whenever the 
eye begins to help the ear and the understanding." (17:165) 
At the beginning, the symbol is a visualization of tonal 
meanings already experienced by ear. Through the various 
experiences encountered in music, children find that the 
notes on the staff represent sounds which they play or 
sing. Some sounds are longer than others, and these need 
to be pictured by a different kind of note or symbol from 
those representing quicker sounds. Many devices are used 
to make music reading experiences enjoyable to both children 
and teacher. Not all children learn to read music with 
facility, and it is not necessary that they do so to enjoy 
and participate in musical experiences. Music reading 
readiness is characterized by the maturation of auditory 
and perceptive powers; by a feeling for duration values of 
the notes; by the command of a medium to be used in reading 
(syllables or numbers); by the ability to recognize tonal 
patterns aurally; and by the familiarity with the printed 
page. 
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Summary 
One of the most important problems of the primary 
teacher is to develop in the child a sense of musical aware-
ness. Skill in singing true to pitch is basic in the young 
child's musical growth. Listening to music to establish 
true pitch consciousness begins in the kindergarten and 
first grade. Singing games, simple instruments used as 
accompaniment add to the child's listening experience. 
Young children should have a large repertory of songs. 
These they will learn through the medium of the teacher's 
voice, recordings, and listening to other children sing, 
thus developing a broad background for more specific 
experiences leading to music reading readiness. 
The child finds expression for his feelings and 
imagination through rhythmic movements. Bodily response 
to note values gives an awareness of duration which later 
becomes a part of his music reading readiness. 
The association of accompaniments to their musical 
activities develops in the young child an harmonic aware-
ness that will be the immediate preparation for part-singing 
in the upper grades. From guided experiences at the primary 
level emerge such concepts as high and low in pitch, funda-
mental rhythms, rhythmic patterns, and fast and slow. These 
prepare the way for the study of notation. While little music 
reading is done at this level, the introduction to pitch, 
rhythm, and harmony is experienced as a preparation for 
music reading readiness. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MUSIC READING READINESS IN GRADES THREE AND FOUR 
The children of the third and fourth grades are more 
expansive and adventurous than they were in grades one and 
two, They are more ready to talk about their experiences 
and take part in organized games. They are beginning to be 
curious about people who lived long ago and to contrast the 
present with the past. They like to experiment with the folk 
dances of "far-away" communities, as well as to explore the 
games and dances of the earlier settlers of their own com-
munity, These tend to take the place of the singing games 
which were so enjoyable in the first and second grades. 
Children of this age are more self-motivated and are more 
able to put their minds to a task and accomplish it, New 
intellectual interests are emerging. They are proud of the 
things they can do and like the challenge of learning new 
things. Manipulative skills are increasing because they 
now have better co-ordination. By the time they are in the 
fourth grade, children can usually play instruments which 
require some finger co-ordination, such as the melody flutes, 
tonettes, and flutophones. Some children are ready for 
violins, clarinets, trumpets, and other instruments. Most 
educators agree that children of the third and fourth grade 
level are normally sturdy and healthy, and growth is slow and 
more even. Grade four offers significant opportunity to 
organize and coordinate musical knowledge and skill. Three 
years of living and expressing oneself through music has 
laid a foundation in the aural and written language which 
should now serve in building an independence in its use. 
I. SINGING AND LISTENING 
As children proceed through elementary school, they 
will acquire a repertoire of songs they will enjoy through-
out their lives. This repertoire of songs should include 
folk songs of the United States and other countries, songs 
of holidays and seasons, camp and community songs, and many 
others, as well as the songs of great composers. Although 
many of these songs will be learned by rote, the children 
should follow a large number of them on the printed page. 
Therefore, the teacher will guide the development of the 
repertoire by directing attention to more discriminating 
listening on the part of the children. 
The Development of Singing and Listening through Rote Songs 
The rote song learned by imitation should continue 
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to play an important part in the children's development. 
Just as children who are learning to interpret the symbols 
of speech use many words orally which are beyond their read-
ing comprehension, so in music they must give expression to 
melodic and rhythmic patterns far beyond their level of 
reading ability. Therefore, for this age group, rote songs 
in great variety should be provided. Children will become 
increasingly sensitive to the expressive meaning of the 
songs they sing if the teacher gives careful attention to 
the selection of song materials. 
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Good songs appeal to the imagination; they have a 
particular mood and include such qualities as will make the 
singer want to communicate the message of the song. (30:29) 
Children should be given the opportunity for musical expres-
sion in various moods. Too often it has been thought that 
children respond only to gay, rollicking tunes and that they 
are too immature to express themselves in more thoughtful 
and quiet moods. By careful guidance on the part of the 
teacher, children can be taught to note the changes in the 
tempo of rote song, for example, the rate of speed varies 
according to the mood of the song. Longer phrases occur in 
a melodic rote song than those usually found in folk dances 
or singing games. 
Careful selection of song materials in regard to 
texts cannot be recommended enough. For children of this 
age level, the texts of the songs should have expressive 
meaning appropriate to their emotional and musical maturity, 
the songs should clearly express their interests and feelings 
in a language suitable to their level of understanding, and 
the texts, as the music itself, should convey a definite 
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mood. If children are to grow in their ability to sing with 
appropriate expression, they must become aware of the basic 
factors which contribute to correct interpretation. Among 
these interpretive factors are tempo, dynamics, phrasing, 
attacks, and releases. (41:4) 
From its first presentation, the rote song should be 
sung in the correct tempo and mood, with particular atten-
tion given to interpretation. As a result, the class will 
respond in a musical manner. Artistic singing of rote songs 
should continue through all the musical experiences of 
children in elementary and intermediate years. Through 
continuous singing, children will become more aware of the 
interrelationship of tempo, dynamics, and phrasing, combin-
ing to reach the ultimate goal, namely, singing characterized 
by accuracy, beauty of tone-quality, and the communication of 
the message of the song. (42:4) 
Through listening to the teacher, to their own sing-
ing, and to that of other members of the class, children in 
grades three and four become very sensitive to what is 
involved in performing a song well. Because of their pre-
vious experiences in music and their increased maturity, 
they have become more discriminating in their analysis of 
the songs they sing. 
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Recognition of Tonal and Chordal Patterns 
Through singing, children build up a vocabulary of 
common tonal patterns they can recognize in song. The intro-
duction to tonal patterns began in the second grade with the 
key-chord patterns, such as do-mi-sol, and scale-line pat-
terns as do-re-mi-fa-sol. These patterns were repeated both 
ascending and descending in several keys, In the third 
grade, children become acquainted with the interval of the 
third, such as do-mi, re-fa, and mi-sol, both ascending and 
descending, These thirds appear in many songs so that 
children will become familiar with them and make them a 
part of their musical vocabulary. All these patterns should 
be recognized by the children by following them in their 
books, and by building them on the staff either on the 
chalk-board, or by using cut-out notes and applying them 
to the staff provided in the back of their music book. This 
same procedure should be carried on through the fourth grade 
because new tonal patterns as well as the familiar ones will 
appear in the song material. After the songs containing the 
new patterns are sung by the teacher, they should be isolated 
and discussed. For example, in the fourth grade, many songs 
are in the minor mode. Generally, this grade level introduces 
the use of the minor as something to be dealt with in reading 
material for the first time. The teacher will isolate impor-
tant tonal patterns for discussion by the class. The 
important feature particularly noted is that ~ is the key-
note of the song, and the key-chord is la-do-mi rather than 
the do-mi-sol of major keys. 
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As children gain in musical skills and maturity, much 
of the song material will offer tonal and chordal patterns 
that go beyond those experienced in grades two and three. 
Along with the extended tonal patterns, there will occur 
intervals of the fourth and fifth. Fourth graders can dis-
cover that some of the familiar repertoire songs contain 
intervals of the fourth, such as the two beginning notes 
of "Yankee Doodle." The interval of the fifth is found at 
the beginning of "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star." The famous 
"Lullaby" of Brahm's stresses the minor third at its begin-
ning. It is suggested throughout the literature that the 
approach to intervals and to the more difficult tonal pat-
terns be taught in an incidental way, because their recur-
rence in the song material will have more meaning to the 
children than would their occurrence in drills. (22:173) 
The piano or melody bells are most helpful tools in building 
tonal patterns, their extensions and intervals, because they 
can be seen, felt, and heard by the children when they play 
them. (22:174) 
The Development of Greater Awareness of Harmony through 
Singing and Listening 
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The importance of preparing children for part-singing 
begins in the lower grades by supplying chordal accompani-
ments, obligates, parts to some songs by using instruments, 
and by the singing of other voices. At times, singers in 
the fourth grade may improvise a part by singing an interval 
of a third above or below the melody in the cadences of some 
songs. Some third graders can do this and also sing rounds 
and chants with confidence and accuracy. (22:196) 
Two-part readiness. Children today listen to all 
kinds of sounds emanating from radio and television sets. 
They talk, play, and study while music is playing, and 
apparently hear nothing. They are conditioned to noise. 
Unfortunately, many children listen to very little music 
of intrinsic value. The task of developing listeners is 
no small one, yet listening is the one feature that is an 
indispensable part of every musical experience. There are 
various effects in the music which can be utilized by the 
teacher in aiding the class to learn to listen. If a 
recording is used, the teacher may direct attention to 
(1) the shape of the melody; (2) the tempo, whether fast 
or slow; (3) the dynamics, loud or soft; (4) the accompani-
ment, particularly the kind and quality instruments that 
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are used; and (5) the harmony, including the effects of 
certain chord changes. Naturally, all these effects cannot 
be noticed simultaneously, rather the teacher must make the 
selection in emphasizing one or another at different times. 
Often it will help children to listen with a specific focus--
to some particular characteristic of the instrument that is 
being used. Such listening may be followed with the clapping 
of meter, or planning a rhythmic accompaniment. (34) 
Rounds, canons, ~ descants. The use of rounds, 
canons, and descants provides valuable opportunities for 
listening. Children should hear other parts instead of 
concentrating only on their own. Although most children 
are exposed to harmony through the music around them, they 
are probably more inclined to follow the melodic rather 
than the harmonic patterns. Therefore, they must be guided 
into the hearing of parts. ( 42:5} 
Before attempting to hear or sing in two parts, 
children should have had many experiences with unison rote 
songs and, through them, have learned to enjoy singing in 
tune with a pleasing tone quality and with good interpreta-
tion. They should have experienced rhythm, both free and 
directed, with and without instruments, and by means of 
dancing. They should be able to recognize songs in simple 
duple and triple meter. 
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The singing of rounds, canons, and descants can be a 
very good or a very bad influence upon the two-part singing 
of the class, depending on how this material is taught, sung, 
and directed, Some educators suggest the descant or counter-
melody as an easier approach to part-singing than the round. 
These counter-melodies vary in difficulty and the selection 
of them would depend greatly upon the ability of the singers. 
However, the contrasting melodic contour and rhythmic pat-
terns sung or played over the main melody create an effect 
in which both parts are enhanced by the association. Their 
use is highly recommended by Perham (23), who has published 
several books of songs to be sung with descants. They pro-
gress from easy ones that can be used in the third or fourth 
grade to more challenging ones for upper grade children. 
(16:38-39) The rounds should always be sung lightly, other-
wise the ear-training value is lost. Thus, children not 
only enjoy singing their own part, but also enjoy hearing 
the other parts as well. (42:5) 
The purpose of singing rounds, canons, and descants 
is to encourage pleasing singing and to give children the 
opportunity to hear how their own voices sound in vocal 
combinations. Rounds of a sustained character, such as 
"Lovely Evening, 11 can be rendered in such a way that they 
awaken keen harmonic sensitivity. (30:64) Although most 
educators agree that this type of singing is a pleasant 
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and reasonably profitable approach to part-singing, there are 
some educators who believe that rounds and such songs are of 
little harmonic value. Flagg is concerned about this phase, 
particularly as she commented: 
The contribution of descants and rounds to musical 
experience is unquestioned, but their effect on harmonic 
growth is probably slight. Stemming back as they do to 
pre-harmonic contra-puntal style, their function is 
primarily that of line against line, blending in a 
pleasing way to be sure, but nevertheless designed to 
allow each line to keep its independent integrity. 
{8:137) 
The harmonic aspect of singing rounds and canons 
should be stressed, always encouraging children to listen 
to the balance and blend of the parts. 
Although much emphasis has been given to rounds and 
canons, there is a related approach to part-singing, namely, 
combinable songs, such as "Three Blind Mice" with "Are You 
Sleeping, Brother John." Still another is harmonizing the 
last notes of a song by singing the roots of chords. (30:64) 
The use of harmonic endings is a simple and effective way to 
develop a feeling for part-singing which may be initiated in 
the fourth grade. Many songs are supplied with these endings 
in the basal series. Two-part endings begin to appear in 
some third grade material and reappear in the music texts 
throughout the intermediate grades. (22:189) 
Contribution of Singing and Listening to Music Reading 
Readiness 
Children in the third and fourth grade build on the 
foundation they have laid in the first and second grades. 
They are eager to meet the new and more complex phases of 
music proper to their grade level. Because of their 
maturity, they are able to listen to music more atten-
tively and intelligently. These years mark the dividing 
line between early childhood and the middle elementary 
school grades. Through attentive listening to their own 
singing and that of others, they discover and respond to 
the descriptive implications of a piece of music. In their 
song material, they are more aware of the repetition of 
patterns of rhythm or melody in identical or altered form. 
They are capable of keener discrimination of mood in music. 
Through listening to instrumental music, they discover the 
peculiar tone qualities of the different instruments and 
the way these qualities affect the meaning of the music. 
Through their singing experiences, they become acquainted 
with the music of other lands and peoples. Listening to 
the modal characteristics of songs from other countries 
broadens their musical horizon. As a result of quiet 
attention, they will become more conscious of harmony 
through listening to accompaniments played while they 
sing, or to the style and effectiveness of accompaniment 
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played on an instrument or recording. Thus, children at this 
level will have taken another step in their musical develop-
ment which will deepen and broaden as they progress through 
the upper grades. 
II. SINGING AND RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
Although rhythm is an innate endowment of every young 
child, his awareness of rhythm must be developed. Logical 
stages of progression in building this awareness have been 
cited in the earlier grades. In kindergarten and first 
grade, attention is directed toward the correlation of 
musical sound with movement. Here children should have 
developed the feeling of the basic beat and its changes 
from slow to fast. They should also have discovered the 
feeling of how the basic beat was affected by the changing 
intensity from loud to soft and from soft to loud. In the 
second grade, music books helped to establish the eye pic-
ture of the basic beat as it appeared in symbol form, 
representing notes of different duration value. The cor-
relation between the duration of time in walking and running 
was compared to the duration of time of the quarter note and 
eighth note. By the third and fourth grades, children can 
understand that these beats are grouped into measure pat-
terns. Through the song material presented to children at 
these grade levels, special attention will be directed 
toward the rhythmic movement which must at all times be 
expressive. As children grow older, their bodily movements 
become more definite and more precisely timed. These 
developments are likely to have become quite noticeable by 
the fourth grade. 
The Development of Singing and Rhythmic Activities through 
Singing Games and Action Songs 
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Perhaps the most essential approach to rhythm is 
through expressive or free bodily movement. In order to 
get a feeling for a rhythmic pattern, larger movements are 
better than smaller ones; free-flowin&continuous movements 
are better than short, broken ones; and coordinated move-
ments are much better than isolated ones; but the most 
important factor permeating all the movements is expression. 
Children should be encouraged to make use of different 
levels of space and should be encouraged further to use 
their imaginations in interpreting sincerely the music 
they hear. (16:73) 
Children generally enjoy playing singing games. These 
games are devised to develop an awareness of the structure 
and duration of the measure. McMillan said that singing 
games play a valuable part in the musical activities of 
children because they dramatize the meaning of their songs 
in all their fun and spirit. (16:77) Mursell suggested 
that bodily movement with increasing precision and more 
exacting coordination with musical rhythm should continue 
throughout the elementary grades. (17) Brooks and Brown 
(1) and Nye and Nye (22) both point out that feeling and 
understanding the definite rhythmic and tonal patterns 
peculiar to the music of a specific people aid in appre-
ciating and understanding the people and their customs. 
Mursell (17) questions whether or not folk dances, square 
dances, and the like lead to a better grasp of musical 
rhythm. But it is generally conceded that certain singing 
games and folk dances make a considerable contribution to 
the social studies program and are valuable in developing 
good habits of citizenship and sportsmanship, besides 
relieving pent-up energies. Action songs are emphasized 
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in the lower grades and may be taught without requiring a 
background of fundamental movements. This one feature makes 
them different from most singing games. Action songs are 
those to which children may add appropriate motions. The 
words of the song suggest the movements. However, they, 
too, have a place in the music program. In the third and 
fourth grades, though the song text may suggest directions 
for rhythmic responses, there is still considerable room 
for individual interpretation. (23:101) 
Folk dances. Throughout the modern music series, 
there are many examples of folk dances. Some of these 
include dance directions. There are various ways in which 
children may be guided to respond to the rhythmic patterns 
suggested by the particular song. For example, the feet 
may step out the basic beat for the first presentation. 
At another time, the rhythmic pattern may be stepped. 
Both of these approaches are done with a group of children, 
while the remainder of the class sings the song. Folk 
dances usually have standard directions and formations 
which children follow. However, the feeling for the basic 
beat and the rhythmic pattern of the melody is an important 
objective of folk dancing at the third and fourth grade 
level. 
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Dramatization g_f_ _songs. Myers stated that drama tic 
play aids in developing the imagination, in expressing ideas 
and emotions, and in objectifying understanding. (21:84) 
Many of the songs at third and fourth grade level and many 
good compositions lend themselves to dramatization. The 
children can make their own stories, or the teacher can 
tell them the story that the composer had in mind when he 
wrote the music. (30:127) Recorded music which is descrip-
tive also inspires creative rhythmic response. Young 
children seem to listen to music through their bodies. 
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As their experience in singing and listening increases, they 
begin to "say something" with their bodies in response to 
the music they hear. Older children who have been encouraged 
to express themselves through creative rhythmic movement 
enjoy interpreting beautiful music through dramatic panto-
mime or dance. (27:23) Dramatic interpretations of songs 
and instrumental pieces should be nothing more specialized 
or stylized than free and imitative play. Dramatizing a 
song, however, is an extension of these activities that 
calls for an expansion of ideas and also for the control 
of individual action in relation to parts played by others. 
Synchronizing expressive physical actions with singing or 
with instrumental selections demands concentrated and 
coordinated effort which, in turn, contributes to musical 
discrimination. These factors make it advisable to move 
gradually from class-wide imitative play and impersonations 
to dramatizations that call for a cast of characters. By 
the time children reach the fourth grade, they are mature 
enough to enjoy this challenge. Graceful movements and 
the precision of controlled techniques are neither the 
immediate purpose nor the final aim of dramatic play. 
Rather, its functional objective is to provide another way 
for children to discover and make use of their individual 
gifts in group undertakings. (50:86) 
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The Development of Awareness of Rhythmic Content of Music 
As the child matures, his need to know and to under-
stand grows with him. The feeling for rhythm which he has 
been cultivating is no longer completely satisfying. This 
feeling for rhythm has been developing rhythmic concepts 
which now must be named. Listening and responding rhythmic-
ally to music has made him aware of various elements in 
music; for example, meter and accent, so that these words 
now become a part of his vocabulary. 
Response to accent. Teachers may introduce the accent 
by singing songs, accenting the first beat of the measure, by 
playing the piano (or other instrument), or by using records. 
In order to emphasize the strong beat, it is better that the 
teacher, rather than the children, sing the song. Children 
may step or clap the underlying pulse and discover that some 
beats are stronger than others. If the count of one is 
placed on each accent, adding the counts for the number of 
beats between the accents, children discover that some music 
swings in two 1 s and three 1 s. By the fourth grade, they 
should be able to conduct the two•s and three 1 s and add the 
four•s. Songs and instrumental music with definite accents 
should be used for the initial efforts in this activity. 
Finding the accents leads to conducting. For children of 
this age and grade level, the ability to conduct their 
classmates in singing is a decided step forward for them 
intellectually as well as musically. (30:21) 
Phrases. A phrase is a musical thought, and it may 
be indicated by a slight pause, a long note, a rest, or by 
a breath mark at the end. Occasionally, a long curve is 
placed above the music included in the phrase. In a well-
written song, the word phrases and the musical phrases 
correspond. (30:23) 
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Just as children instinctively relate the tempo of 
music to their speed of movement, so they exhibit feeling 
for phrase design by changing their course or type of move-
ment from one phrase to the next. For example, they may go 
one way for the first phrase, reverse direction for the 
second, then for the next phrase, turn and go in the direc-
tion they did for the first. Among compositions in which 
children easily discern and follow phrases are: "Amaryllis," 
"The Wild Rider," "Minuet in G," and "Ecossaises." (24:78) 
Other songs have contrasting phrases, such as "Long, Long 
Ago," 11 0 Susanna," and "The Blue Bells of Scotland." 
Familiar songs, such as these, form a good starting point 
for phrase analysis. 
~underlying beat. The underlying beat or pulse is 
the steady beat that continues regardless of the melodic 
pattern. All the beats are of the same length. For 
instance, in 2/4 meter, the beats would be expressed by 
quarter notes (J ~)throughout the song. In 3/8 meter, 
the beat would be expressed by eighth notes ( r i'l) notes 
throughout the song, or until a meter change occurs. Any 
child who can follow the drum or the piano can learn to 
clap or step the underlying beat as well as the rhythmic 
pattern of the melody. After experiencing the clapping 
and stepping of these two rhythms separately, the class 
may be divided, one-half clapping the melodic pattern 
while the other claps the underlying beat. Children are 
ingenious in creating ways to produce different effects 
in clapping. Some may pat their laps for the underlying 
beat as the others clap their hands. Other suggestions 
are offered in the literature for the same procedure. 
(30:20) 
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Combination 2£ ~ underlying beat ~ ~ rhythmic 
pattern. Since children in the third and fourth grades have 
had many experiences with fundamental rhythms, combining 
rhythmic patterns offers a new challenge to their coordinal 
abilities. In combining the underlying beat with the 
rhythmic pattern of the melody, educators suggested that 
the underlying beat pattern be established first, then the 
melodic pattern combined with it. Thus, when these are 
firmly established, the class is divided into half, each 
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section taking a part. The teacher should encourage careful 
listening to the different sound effects produced by each 
section. (30:23) 
Contribution of Singing and Rhythmic Activities to Music 
Reading Readiness 
Rhythmic activities in the third and fourth grades 
should be an extension and refinement of the activities 
previously experienced in the early grades. Recognition 
of phrases and ways to vary them are valuable as a prepara-
tion for learning the round and simple fugue. Definite 
rhythmic patterns can be imitated, clapped, stepped, and 
presented as a dance experience. Basic rhythmic patterns 
may be felt in waltzes, minuets, and square dances, as well 
as in the dances of other countries. The child's growth in 
dramatization is in direct relation with the things with 
which he is familiar. As he grows in powers of imagination 
and dramatization, the child grows in the understanding and 
interpretation of music. Children who have had many and 
varied musical experiences are capable of interpreting 
rather accurately their ideas in the music they hear. 
Rhythmic activities in the third and fourth grades become 
directly related to skills utilized in music reading through 
meter, phrasing, keeping time, and to the development of 
more complex folk dances. 
III. SINGING AND ACCOMPANIMENTS 
The use of musical accompaniments was discussed at 
some length in the previous chapter. In Chapter IV, such 
accompaniments will be discussed relative to their contri-
bution to developing an harmonic awareness in children and 
as tools for singing and music reading. 
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Almost all the modern series have, in separate books, 
the piano accompaniments for the songs included in the 
series, but it is recommended that in most cases their 
use be delayed until the children have learned the song. 
The piano influences the quantity of tone which children 
use, therefore, the accompaniment should be soft enough to 
allow the children's voices to predominate. At all times, 
piano accompaniment must be subservient to the singing and 
never cover up the lovely quality of children's voices. 
(42:5) 
Instruments for use with songs in the series are 
generally of three types: rhythm instruments, melody instru-
ments, and chording instruments. Their uses are legion. In 
the singing program these instruments may be used: 
1. To provide a means of participation in addition 
to singing. 
2. To shape and outline the melody of a song. 
3. To highlight distinctive details, such as rhythm 
and meter. 
4. To add a coda or provide an introduction to a 
song. 
5. To develop harmonic feeling (chording instru-
ments). 
6. To carry a part in a part-song or round. 
7. As an approach to music reading. 
8. To emphasize tone quality and create sound 
effects. 
9. To point up mood of the music. (47:xii) 
Singing and Rhythm Instruments 
Many of the songs in the modern music series encourage 
children to play rhythm instruments with their singing. 
Children thoroughly enjoy them, and they can enhance the 
effectiveness of the song. Rhythm instruments, according 
to the musical objectives of today, are tools for a clearer 
and deeper musical understanding. Children listen to music 
and decide what instruments are appropriate and when they 
should be played. Eventually, they make their own instru-
mentation charts. (30:44) Brooks and Brown mentioned the 
value of rhythm instruments as a creative experience. They 
stated: 
When each instrument can be explored by the child, 
and its possibilities discovered and used in the inter-
pretation of a selection, then only, through this 
creative process do the instruments have a meaning 
for him. (1:240) 
In the primary grades, children were introduced to 
the different types of rhythm instruments and used them 
under the guidance of the teacher. As children become more 
aware and skillful in recognizing the basic rhythms, the 
teacher may change the tempo of the music when playing the 
piano, and the children respond with alertness to the new 
tempo. At the third and fourth grade levels, children 
should be able to recognize readily the rhythmic pattern 
of the underlying beat and the rhythmic pattern of the 
melody. The combination of both of these patterns demands 
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a choice of different instruments in identifying the pat-
terns and the use of a third rhythmic instrument to indicate 
the strong beats (accents). Song enrichment is affected by 
rhythm instruments. Although the music series suggest many 
uses for these instruments, the children, themselves, soon 
learn to select and play the various instruments according 
to the way the song appeals to their imaginations. (30:52) 
Singing and Melody Instruments 
Within the last few years, there has been a decided 
growth in the interest and use of melody instruments. The 
construction of these instruments is such that children 
readily play simple tunes. Such instruments give immediate 
satisfaction, and the child feels that music is fun and 
natural. The uses of the melodic type instruments are 
manifold. Educators point up the following values: 
1. Tonal discriminations, both in pitch, tone color, 
and timbre. 
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2. Further development of the manipulative powers of 
the fingers. 
3. Further motivation for developing the ability to 
read pitch symbols in music. 
4. Encouragement for children to learn to play 
orchestral or band instruments. (30:55) 
At the third and fourth grade level, children are 
ready to listen more attentively, and because of their 
maturation, are aware of the possibilities these instruments 
offer them as aids to improving their singing. Furthermore, 
since two-part singing and reading readiness is of utmost 
importance, the song material for both the third and fourth 
grades offer many opportunities to use these instruments to 
play descants and harmony parts. Excerpts from familiar 
songs may be played as introductions and codas to the songs. 
Tonettes, song-flutes, flutophones, and recorders are all 
part of the melodic instrument group and should be familiar 
to each fourth grade child. When a descant or obligato 
part is played by melodic instruments, it tends to make the 
children's singing more independent. They also offer a 
great variety of tone-color and blend well with the voices. 
(44:5) 
Singing and Chording Instruments 
The autoharp, harmolin, and piano are chording instru-
ments which make valuable additions to singing. The autoharp 
is easily learned and the children enjoy playing it. Through 
experimenting with the different chords which can be played 
on these instruments, children learn much about harmony. 
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Nye and Nye (22) stated that, although exceptionally gifted 
children may learn to play the autoharp in the primary 
grades, it is not until the fourth grade that nearly every 
child will do well with the instrument. The value of the 
autoharp cannot be over-emphasized. From the first through 
the sixth grade, its use can help to develop harmonic aware-
ness. A further use is its effectiveness in introducing 
chording on the piano. The term "keyboard experience" is 
defined as a use of the piano as it makes a substantial 
contribution to the singing program in the grades. Like 
the song-bells, the piano keyboard provides an audio-visual 
tool to help children gain keener perception of the interval 
relationship of tones and many other aspects of music which 
can be used as an instrument to develop a better understand-
ing of notation. The piano can be used as an instrument of 
percussion, melody, harmony, and for any combination of 
these. (22:62) 
Contribution of Singing and Accompaniments to Music Reading 
Readiness 
Experimentation with the various tonal and rhythm 
instruments has led the third and fourth grader to a more 
discerning use of them. The child listens to the sounds 
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they produce and becomes aware of their characteristics and, 
therefore, is ready to select both the instrument and the 
music with which they are to be associated. Through all 
the musical activities, listening has been a vital part of 
the program. The playing of these instruments would be 
meaningless unless both the player and those accompanied 
listened to the harmonic accompaniment. Even to play a 
simple rhythm instrument on the beat requires listening 
to know when the beat arrives, and listening for rhythm 
and tempo is indispensable to the use of rhythm instruments 
in song accompaniments. Children who study an instrument 
can add greatly to the variety, interest, and enrichment 
of the general singing classes. 
IV. SINGING AND MUSIC SYMBOLS 
Contemporary music educators seem to be more in agree-
ment that the proper approach to music reading is to help 
children to see, and in and through seeing, to understand 
more and more of What there is in music. The development 
of music reading depends altogether on the establishment of 
working connections between ear, eye, and understanding. 
(17:137) 
Brooks and Brown believe that music reading readiness 
leads naturally into independent music reading. This comes 
about through the song material and the singing experiences 
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of the children, as they learn to recognize songs when they 
are sung with a neutral syllable; through their rhythmic 
experiences in learning to feel, hear, and recognize phrases, 
that is, sensing likeness and difference in phrases both 
tonally and rhythmically; through responding with movement 
to the rhythmic patterns; and through picturing the tonal 
movement of the song with their hands. In the second grade, 
observation of the score, while children are singing familiar 
songs gives musical meaning to the symbols. (1:178-180) As 
children mature in their musical experiences, they become 
more aware of the fact that musical notation is the visual 
representation of musical experiences they have been sharing, 
that it represents the songs and rhythms they have made up 
themselves, and that it opens the door to the most beautiful 
music made by other people. (16:197) 
The ability to read and perform groups of notes with 
proper accent and in proper order is essential to the fluent 
interpretation of notation. If the teacher uses judgment in 
selecting songs for reading, and if children have had the 
proper pre-reading experiences, they generally encounter few 
difficulties with time and rhythm. Throughout grade three, 
all previous rhythm problems are reviewed, thus bringing the 
musical meaning of note values to better understanding and 
more intelligent use. The quarter note remains the unit of 
beat for the most part since it is by far the most common 
note value in the music the children see and sing. Eighth 
notes were taught in the second grade as "running" notes. 
In the third grade, children learn their proper names and 
are taught to count one for ~ eighth notes. It is impor-
tant that this "twoness" of eighth notes continues to be 
stressed in the fourth grade. Many of the songs have the 
eighth notes written with the crossbar instead of the flags 
to aid the visual interpretations of the divided beat. 
Seeing the notes joined in this fashion makes them easier 
to read, and the children are more likely to sing them 
quickly on the beat. 
A new problem in note values which can be grasped in 
the fourth grade is the dotted quarter note followed by the 
eighth note. The new music series offer many helpful sug-
gestions and lesson plans for teaching this new pattern. 
Most educators suggested that it be introduced by singing 
a familiar song in which the patterns appear more than once 
or twice. "America" is an example in 3/4 measure; "All 
Through the Night" is one in 4/4 measure. It is suggested 
that the new pattern be isolated from the song and placed 
on the blackboard. Printing the word below the pattern 
will aid in teaching the same pattern in other songs. By 
dividing the class into two groups, one-half clapping the 
underlying beat, while the other half claps the rhythmic 
pattern of the melody, the children will discover that the 
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dotted quarter note is held over the second beat, and the 
eighth note is "slipped in" just before the third beat. 
Many teachers feel that the physical approach is much 
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better at this level than the mathematical approach. Others 
feel that the former method is not accurate enough; they 
prefer to have children tap ~ and ~ on one beat. The 
quarter note is then held for two taps and the eighth note 
is sung on the second upbeat. This method approaches the 
mathematical development and is more accurate. (30:35) 
As a part of their reading experiences, children 
usually encounter chromatics in the fourth grade. Children 
are familiar with their effects through singing many rote 
songs in which they occur and through observing them in 
familiar songs in their books. The new problem is to 
teach them to read music containing these chromatics. 
Eye recognition of their symbols is the new element. (21:171) 
Since fi (sharped sub-dominant) is one of the most common 
chromatics, plans to fix eye and aural recognition of this 
chromatic will be suggested. The piano keyboard is useful 
in explaining chromatic tones to children because it shows 
in a graphic way their relation to the regular diatonic 
tones. After the chromatic has been pointed out, the teacher 
should sing it. A method of teaching children to read 
chromatic tones is to associate those found in new songs 
with the same progressions found in familiar songs. (24:105) 
Chromatic effects should be explained thoroughly and the 
syllable names for the tones learned. The teacher should 
explain each chromatic as it appears in the song material. 
After this explanation, the class should sing the song with 
the correct intonation. Children should also be taught 
that the chromatic sign affects all tones of similar pitch 
within the measure. As children become familiar with these 
signs, they should sing the intervals or play them on an 
instrument. 
Contribution of Singing and Music Symbols to Music Reading 
Readiness 
The purpose of music reading is not only to acquire 
skill, but also to provide a key that will open for every 
child increasingly large areas of musical understandings . 
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and resources. Gradual growth in perception and comprehen-
sion of the visual forms of musical notation is continuous 
throughout every period of music reading development. Music 
symbols for the third grader should be the key that will open 
to greater musical experiences he has already participated in 
his earlier school years. By the time the child is in the 
fourth grade, he will have found a particular clue in the 
different musical activities which will help him discover 
notational meaning. Visual patterns of notation will clarify 
aural images for some children. Others will discover nota-
tional meaning in following the musical "picture" of a 
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melodic theme from an instrumental selection. Still others 
will find their clue by picking out a tune on an instrument 
through following some type of notation. All children at 
this grade level will realize to some extent how much the 
visual patterns of notation contribute to their appreciation 
and understanding of the composer's message in the music he 
has written. This is the essential function of music read-
ing readiness. 
Summary 
Progress in music reading readiness is made in the 
third and fourth grades through the development of keener 
awareness in the music areas of pitch, rhythm, and harmony. 
Emphasis is placed on the recognition of familiar tonal 
patterns and on the addition of new ones, some of which 
are in the minor mode. Harmonic awareness is developed 
as a preparatory step toward part-singing in the upper 
grades. 
Rhythmic activities are refined and extended. Definite 
rhythmic patterns are imitated, clapped, stepped, and become 
a dance experience, so that when they are met in notation, 
the children will be prepared to read them in correct rhythm. 
More skillful use of accompaniments aids in developing 
greater awareness of harmonic feeling. 
Contemporary music educators agree that the proper 
approach to music reading is to help children to see, and 
in and through seeing, to understand more and more of what 
there is in music. Keyboard instruments are a valuable 
audio-visual aid. As the chromatic tones appear in the 
music, they should be explained and their affect on the 
pitch of the tone illustrated. In addition, the metrical 
and mathematical values of notes are presented. 
The various musical activities are an integral part 
of music reading readiness at all levels. Once the children 
understand the musical realities that lie behind the signs, 
their conscious and intelligent cooperation in improving 
music reading is assured. 
CHAPTER V 
MUSIC READING READINESS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX 
From the previous chapter, it is evident that children 
in the third and fourth grades are still in what might be 
called an intermediate stage of music reading skill. How-
ever, by the fifth and sixth grades, children should move 
into more independent stages in music reading. 
I. SINGING AND LISTENING 
Further Development of Singing and Listening through Song 
Materials 
Among the many goals to be reached in the singing 
programrure the acquaintance with a number of beautiful 
songs and the development of individual ability to sing 
simple songs with correct intonation, good rhythm, and a 
light floating tone. Beautiful tone quality is of the 
greatest aid to express the moods and meanings of the songs 
children will find in their books. In connection with using 
lovely tone quality, the idea of interpretation must always 
be considered. In the earlier grades, children have given 
thought to contrasting moods, stories, and ideas. In the 
fifth and sixth grades, their vocal tones should be more 
colored by the spirit of the song. These tonal effects are 
obtained by careful consideration of the marks of expression, 
by studying the texts to discover the mood of the song, and 
by observing its tempo. 
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The sixth grade is generally considered a peak in the 
elementary school music program. Sixth grade children have 
reached a maturity which enables them to use with more 
independence and certainty the musical learnings they have 
gained. Well-guided sixth graders develop voice qualities 
that are peculiar to them. They develop breath control 
which enables them to sing with smoothness and evenness 
some of the most beautiful examples of song literature. 
At no time is the unchanged soprano voice of a boy more 
beautiful than at this age. (51:212) 
Part-singing. In the fifth grade, with very few 
exceptions, children sing both upper and lower voices in 
two-part songs. Tone-blending drills may be used for "tuning 
up" purposes, depending on the level of class ability. 
Throughout the fifth and sixth grades, both unison and part-
singing should be experienced. Giving particular attention 
to tone quality, volume, and color will enable children of 
this age to perform with satisfaction to themselves and to 
those who hear them sing. The development of a feeling for 
tone quality is one of the objectives of the first years of 
music study, from the point of view of the listener as well 
as of the performer. Children should be trained to listen 
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as judges and to decide whether or not their own tone quality 
is pleasing and their own intonation perfect. (51:213) 
Often boys and girls enjoy the idea of singing solos and of 
blending their voices in duets and trios, as well as in 
class groups. They can learn to listen to their own per-
formances with discrimination and will become more conscious 
of possibilities of shading and variety in the interpretation 
of songs. 
Although throughout the grades certain songs should be 
polished both for development of singing skill and to prepare 
for performance, the song literature in the sixth grade 
invites the greatest attention to beauty of tone and expres-
sive interpretation. Skill is acquired only by striving to 
do something more perfectly. Part-singing in the sixth grade 
should include two- and three-part songs. Whenever possible, 
pupils should be encouraged to sing any of the parts in order 
to extend the voice range. 
Vocal chording. The value of vocal chording in voice 
training from the sixth grade through high school can hardly 
be over-estimated. Vocal chording in various keys provides 
excellent training in thinking harmonically, in securing 
purity of intonation, and in tone blending. It leads natur-
ally into three-part singing. Nye and Nye stated that "the 
ease with which children can learn to chord vocally will be 
determined by their ability to hear harmony." (22:208) 
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Children's ability to learn harmony will also be favorably 
influenced by successful experiences in instrumental chord-
ing (autoharp, piano) and by guided listening activities 
that aid the hearing of chord changes. Singing fundamental 
chords in the cadences of some songs is excellent prepara-
tion for harmony. Later these chords should be named. When 
the pupils know them by sound, name, and number, the teacher 
may indicate certain progressions for the children to sing 
by raising the forefinger for the chords built on the tonic, 
or I chord; four fingers for the IV, or subdominant; and 
open hand for the chord built on the V, or dominant. To 
extemporize vocal chordal accompaniment with some pupils 
while the others sing the melody is a pleasurable and 
profitable musical experience. (22:209) Entire songs may 
be learned by dictation if the teacher knows when the har-
mony changes and which chord will best match the melody 
tones above it. Many songs of Stephen Foster lend them-
selves to chording; for instance, "O Susanna," "Camptown 
Races," "Some Folks Do," and at Christmas time, "Silent 
Night" is particularly effective when a few voices sing the 
melody and the class hums the chord progressions. The hum-
ming sounds like an organ accompaniment and the children 
enjoy the experience. After the class masters the three 
major chords, minor chords may be taught and applied to 
many familiar songs. (22) 
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The older methods of teaching part-singing emphasize 
drilling on each part, then putting them together. Today 
the emphasis is on helping the children to ~ a new part 
in relation to the melody and the harmony so that they 
~ ~ of the music. (22:213) 
Further Development of Singing and Listening through 
Harmonic Awareness in Instrumental Music 
One of the most valuable facets of the listening pro-
gram is attending live concerts. Especially is this exper-
ience valuable when programs are planned jointly by school 
personnel and professional musicians. Such collaboration 
is praiseworthy from two angles. The music consultants are 
in a position to know the children's interests and their 
musical background at different age levels, while the pro-
fessional musician with his specialized knowledge of instru-
mental music can offer a broader musical diet than the usual 
classroom fare. (24:113) Other educators realize that all 
knowledge does not come from books. They believe that field 
trips--whether they be scientific or cultural--have a 
respectable place in the school curriculum. Not the least 
important in the list of school-sponsored excursions is the 
children's symphony concert. With a series of four well-
planned concerts, the children could be introduced to the 
four families of the orchestra. This valuable experience 
is worth more than merely looking at the instrument and 
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listening to a recording in the classroom, for it gives fifth 
and sixth graders the opportunity to observe professionals 
demonstrate to the fullest the possibilities of their own 
instrument. 
In the intermediate grades, older children are 
capable of acquiring a greater knowledge of the elements 
of music, They can become more aware of rhythm, melody, 
harmony, and form, as well as instrumentation. Musical 
forms, such as the fugue, rondo, and canon, will offer the 
pupil many opportunities to hear the combination of tones, 
In listening to instrumental music, one aspect of the 
recording should be stressed at each presentation. In 
this way, both teacher and class are always actively 
listening for some particular thing. 
Contribution to Music Reading Readiness 
Children at this level have become more intelligent 
listeners. They are able to recognize phrase design, music 
that tells a story, and they have become acquainted with 
different voice qualities, Through singing and listening, 
they should have begun to think musically. Inner hearing, 
or the ability to think in terms of ear-recall of tonal 
images, is analogous to thinking in terms of mentally 
recalled word sounds. Like every other aspect of respon-
siveness to the expressive quality of music, this is the 
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outcome of guided musical experiences which begin in the 
lower grades. Musical meaning and music reading will take 
on a depth and significance to these children now that they 
have been shown how the visual forms can function in their 
lives. 
II. SINGING AND RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX 
Children in the fifth and sixth grades with a solid 
musical training are now ready to progress to higher musical 
levels. The rhythmic activities connected with these two 
grades are a further development of the rhythmic experiences 
they enjoyed in the lower grades. Mursell says that, as 
children grow older, their bodily rhythmic responses become 
more definite and more precisely timed. Through creative 
responses, children express themselves as individuals. 
This aspect of discrimination, which becomes a part of the 
upper elementary grades, is the mainspring of musical 
growth. (47:xiv) 
When children reach the intermediate grades, they are 
less inclined than are younger children to do original inter-
pretations to the music they hear. They are seemingly more 
interested in the folk music and dances of our own and other 
countries. This interest is displayed in their movements 
and in demonstration their grasp of the technical aspects 
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of music. Ingenious teachers have been successful in induc-
ing pupils to respond rhythmically to such songs as sea 
chanties and ballads. The movements of some children to 
compositions, such as "In the Hall of the Mountain King" 
from the Peer Gynt Suite by Grieg, show their awareness to 
tempo, dynamics, phrasing, and general music effects. 
Children who have had the benefit of ballet instruction 
can demonstrate their interpretive skills and thus make 
their classmates conscious that they, too, may reveal 
musical sensitivity through bodily posture and movement. 
(24:78) 
Further Development of Singing through Rhythmic Activities 
Interpretive skills. In the fourth grade, the atten-
tion of the children was directed to the shape and contour 
of the melodic phrases. Grouping these phrases together and 
analyzing them brought about the awareness of their similar-
ities and dissimilarities. Thus, they discover the "form" 
of the song. Through the fourth grade, into the fifth and 
sixth grades, musical form can be more frequently emphasized. 
Just as children instinctively relate the tempo of music to 
their speed of movement, so they exhibit feeling for form or 
design by changing their type of movement from one section 
of a composition to another. That is, in a composition of 
three-part form (ABA), they may respond with one type of 
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movement for the first section (A}, a contrasting type for 
the second (B), and then, for the final part (A}, return to 
the original movement pattern. A variety of rhythmic move-
ments may be suggested by the mood and the rhythm of the 
music. Fifth and sixth graders make these and many other 
responses with little or no direction from the teacher. 
(24:78) 
Through their social studies, fifth and sixth graders 
are cognizant of the customs, habits, religious beliefs, and 
characteristics of other peoples. Music can play an impor-
tant part in answering the queries that arise concerning 
these characteristics, The consideration of such queries, 
in itself, motivates the study of music. During the past 
three or four decades, recordings have greatly contributed 
to the understanding of such music. This approach is valu-
able in that it helps the child to gain an authentic know-
ledge of the ways in which other peoples live. (26:92) 
Dances £[ other countries, Throughout the music 
series, short effective dance tunes are presented, Many of 
these have the directions included on the page with the song, 
Simple dance steps were a part of the rhythmic activities of 
grade two. The ~ of the fundamental rhythm rather than 
the skillful performance of the dance step was the objective. 
In grades three and four, the waltz, Virginia reel, polka, 
and others are presented often, and in grades five and six, 
more complex dances are introduced. Dance forms, such as 
the minuet, gavotte, polonaise, and mazurka, should be 
thoroughly understood by the children, for they are the 
older type dances which were patterns for the earlier 
composers in writing music. 
The rhythms of our Latin American neighbors offer 
countless opportunities to experiment with rhythm and per-
cussion instruments and to make suitable choices for their 
use with song material. 
Further Development of Singing through Rhythmic Patterns 
Compound time and the rhythmic patterns connected with 
it are usually presented in the fifth grade. The theory of 
it should be so thoroughly explained that it is clearly under-
stood by the children. Nevertheless, the theory of compound 
time will never replace the feeling of compound time. This 
must be experienced by each child. The teacher will present 
this new measure as she did simple time. The patterns may 
be clapped, stepped, listened to, or played. The important 
thing is to feel the rhythm. Indicating the beats in the 
measure and the melodic rhythm requires musical perception 
and muscular coordination. The teacher should be certain 
that the children can respond readily to simple rhythms 
before they attempt to read syncopated patterns and dotted 
note groupings. At the fifth and sixth grade levels, music 
is more complex than in the preceding grades, some of the 
songs employing syncopation, the duplet, and the triplet. 
Many children become rhythmically skillful and can demon-
strate their understanding of music effectively in their 
singing and playing of instruments. Pierce commented: 
As a rule, children in these grades react well to 
challenging situations, often devised by a boy or girl 
or a group of pupils, such as charades done in time to 
music, clapping rhythmic patterns of a song for others 
to identify and perform, dramatization of ballads or 
other songs in correct time and with rhythmic accom-
paniment as a guessing game. (24:85) 
Fifth and sixth graders should have the ability to follow 
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simple baton movements and add to their rhythmic experiences 
the movements indicating the 6/8 measure. Throughout all 
their musical experiences, the application of the rhythmic 
concepts they have gained through the grades should be 
demonstrated and applied to musical performance in singing, 
playing instruments, and reading music. 
Contribution of Singing and Rhythmic Activities to Music 
Reading Readiness 
To children of grades five and six, the acquisition 
of skills becomes very important. However, the creative 
element must be developed through careful guidance on the 
part of the teacher. In the beginning, as well as in later 
stages of music reading, perception of rhythmic organization 
is still largely a matter of feeling. Skillful interpreta-
tion of the visual symbols of notation becomes important and 
remains so only when it is understood by the singers and is 
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not merely connected with meaningless drills that kill the 
spirit of the music. Since phrase-wise movements have been 
stressed from kindergarten on, the melodic phrase unit is 
also the focal point for observing the visual characteristics 
of rhythmic notation. This approach eliminates such 
unrhythmic practices as note-to-note observation and read-
ing. When note "color", as well as the shape of notes, is 
observed in relation to typical bodily movement, or to a 
striking correspondence between musical and verbal rhythms, 
it is always done in the expressive context of phrase units 
of tonal motion. The happy union of word-sounds and word-
rhythms in a tonal rhythmic setting help place the emphasis 
on maintaining an unbroken flow of tonal motion when read-
ing music. Interest in music reading is aroused in direct 
proportion to the child 1 s recognition of the usefulness of 
musical notation to his own particular purposes and under-
takings. 
III. SINGING AND ACCOMPANIMENTS 
The new element stressed in the intermediate grades 
is harmonic hearing, seeing, and singing, When the atten-
tion of the class is guided toward the focal points to be 
observed, the teacher should include recognition and identi-
fication of familiar patterns, likenesses and unlikenesses, 
outstanding features which reveal unique characteristics of 
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the song theme, and any other similar elements one at a time. 
Musical accompaniments and musical effects produced by these 
accompaniments add immeasurably to the final rendition of 
the song. 
Singing and Instrumental Accompaniments 
~ autoharp. The autoharp seems to meet the need, 
long felt by teachers, for an inexpensive, portable accom-
panying instrument. Since the sixth grade children are 
ready to understand chords, they are ready to use the auto-
harp with enjoyment. As children grow in their knowledge 
and feeling for the I, IV, V, and v7 chords, they are 
developing an harmonic awareness which has lasting values 
for both listening to and performing music. Such growth 
in harmonic feeling enhances the listener's enjoyment and 
becomes the foundation for intelligent and effective par-
ticipation in choruses and other musical organizations. (22) 
As fifth and sixth grade children acquire skill in 
strumming the autoharp, they will discover that the heavier 
stroke on the lower side of the instrument gives a feeling 
of an accented beat while the higher side gives the 
unaccented effect. Fifth and sixth grade children handle 
the autoharp easily and become quite proficient in playing 
it and in analyzing songs in order to ascertain the proper 
chords needed for their accompaniment. (22:62) 
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Percussion instruments. Instruments of a percussive 
type are valuable accessories in rhythmic activities through-
out the grades. These instruments should be used not only 
as a means of developing rhythmic responses, but also as ear 
training devices, since even instruments of the same type do 
not sound alike. Children at the intermediate grade level 
should compare and contrast them with respect to pitch and 
quality of tone, discovering that differences are due not 
only to structure, but also to the manner of playing. 
Pupils in the upper grades can use percussion instruments 
to advance technical skills as well as to contribute 
interesting rhythmic effects to some of the music which 
they play and sing. 
Melodic instruments. Melodic instruments help to 
carry singing along. Children develop good taste about the 
interpretive effects they can produce with these instruments. 
They also make possible a musical experience for the child 
who is self-conscious about his singing voice. Other instru-
ments, like the flute, violin, and clarinet, can be of real 
value since their light tone develops a keener sense of 
pitch. (24:108) 
Learning to play the easy string instruments, rhythm 
instruments, and simple wind instruments arouses and main-
tains the children's interest. It aids them also in the 
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technical study: for in using the percussion type, they can 
sound rhythmic groupings of notes; on the strings, they can 
play harmony; and on the piano, they can obtain both. The 
experiences gained from hearing, as well as playing these 
instruments, serve as a foundation for future experiences 
in the band and orchestra. (24:150) 
Singing and vocal accompaniment. Vocal chording is 
another way of producing musical accompaniment to songs in 
the fifth and sixth grades. Since chording makes up many 
of the new musical experiences of the intermediate grades, 
it will be an added feature to the song material presented 
at this level. In the fifth grade, the approach to under-
standing vocal chording begins with the sustained root-tones 
of the basic harmony appearing in the songs. Autoharp 
markings indicate the places where the chord is to be 
changed. After the children have practiced singing accom-
paniments of chord-roots with sol-fa syllables and have 
established securely a sense of harmony, they should sub-
stitute the words of the song, using the rhythms of the 
melody part. This will develop a very good chordal under-
standing of part-singing. (22:208) One objective of sing-
ing in parts should be the beautifully blended tone that is 
characteristic of all good choruses. The experience of part-
singing should be one of quiet attentive appreciation of 
tones sounding together. Three-part singing is easily 
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approached when the basic concept of hearing tones has been 
established. To hum simple harmonizations gives an instru-
mental effect, for which proper hearing is always essential. 
Children should be encouraged to develop chordal backgrounds 
to familiar songs as well as for new ones. The addition of 
the third or sixth where it is appropriate is another means 
of producing a second part to a song. Another reason for 
the use of vocal accompaniment, particularly in the upper 
grades, is the sense of real accomplishment it gives the 
children. This, in turn, tends to build self-respect and 
confidence as well as to further musical growth through 
harmonic awareness. 
Contribution of Singing and Accompaniments to Music Reading 
Readiness 
At all levels, the accompaniments for songs are 
arranged to correspond to a child's gradually maturing 
responsiveness to harmonic values. Percussion instruments 
offer countless opportunities for deliberately awakening in 
children the stimulating effect that simple harmonic or 
rhythmic embellishments add to song material. Since harmony 
has to be sensed by ears, voices, and fingers, children in 
the fifth and sixth grades should be provided with many and 
varied opportunities to deal with simple harmonies before 
they are called upon to work with them in notation. Getting 
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the feel of the thing is accomplished by the doing of it. 
Learning to use the notation as a means of clarifying and 
defining harmonic concepts is a practical aid if it is 
presented in the correct visual form and at the right time. 
The ability to participate in all of these activities results 
from working with others to create loveliness. Its source is 
deeper than skillful performance. Through intelligent use of 
the harmonic experiences, the joy of adding beauty to the 
music is experienced. 
Summary 
Music reading readiness in the fifth and sixth grades 
is built cumulatively on what has already been accomplished. 
An appreciation of harmony comes from maturing responsive-
ness to the expressive potentialities of tone and develops 
a sensitivity to harmonic values which form the real basis 
for part-singing. 
Compound time and the rhythmic patterns connected with 
it are usually presented at this grade level. While the 
theory of compound time should be thoroughly understood by 
the children, the theory will never replace the feeling for 
compound time. The application of the rhythmic concepts 
acquired through the grades should frequently be demon-
strated and applied to musical performance in singing, 
playing instruments, and in reading music. 
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The new element stressed in the intermediate grades 
is harmonic hearing, seeing, and thinking. Accompaniments 
and the musical effects produced by them tend to build up 
in the child a real sense of accomplishment as well as to 
further music reading readiness through harmonic awareness. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to analyze those musical 
experiences associated with the elementary school to deter-
mine the direct effect these experiences have on musical 
growth toward music reading readiness. 
The literature related with music education, general 
education, curriculum guides, and teacher manuals connected 
with the modern music series were the most authoritative and 
reliable sources of reference. Other texts concerned with 
music and child growth were also consulted. Certain unpub-
lished materials furnished this study with helpful and 
valuable information. 
I. S~Y 
The summary of the findings of this investigation 
will be presented as they appear in the study. Three chapters 
deal with the following aspects of music reading readiness: 
singing and listening, singing and rhythmic activities, sing-
ing and accompaniments, and singing and music symbols. Thus, 
all activities considered in this study were directly related 
to the singing program. 
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Music Reading Readiness in Grades One and Two 
Singing ~ listening, The musical development of 
the child begins with singing, which is probably the most 
basic of all the musical experiences. Musical learnings 
generally begin in the kindergarten and first grade, Skill 
in singing true to pitch is basic to the young child's 
musical growth. Through the medium of the teacher's voice, 
recordings, and listening to instrumental compositions, the 
child's musical background is being developed, and he is 
prepared for more specific experiences leading to music 
reading readiness. 
Singing ~ rhythmic activities, Rhythmic movement 
and the realization of motion through physical activity 
permit the child to find expression for his feelings and 
imagination. Before the real study of rhythm and rhythmic 
patterns can begin successfully, it is necessary for the 
child to ~ the steady swing or beat in the music he 
hears or sings and to allow his muscles to respond to it. 
Action songs, singing games, and simple dances are 
suggested by most educators as the primary method for 
introducing fundamental rhythms and free play. 
Singing ~ accompaniments. Modern music educators 
look favorably upon the use of tonal and rhythmic instru-
ments as important aids in the teaching of singing, listening, 
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and musical discrimination. Therefore, experimentation with 
all these instruments should be possible for both teacher 
and pupils. Guided listening to well-played accompaniments, 
either by the children, themselves, by others, or by record-
ings, is an important part of the musical development of 
children in the early grades as a preparation for music 
reading readiness. 
Singing ~ music symbols. Teachers in the elemen-
tary school can draw on the experiences of reading experts. 
Their findings may be applied to music reading also. 
Although there is a great difference between the two fields, 
the similarity presents many helpful procedures for teaching 
children to recognize the music symbols and what they stand 
for aurally. From guided experiences emerge such concepts 
as high and low in pitch, fundamental rhythmic movements, 
accents, rhythmic patterns, and fast and slow. Pitch levels 
are more clearly understood by acting out the melody lines 
and associating these movements, in a very general way, with 
the notation of these melodies. 
Because of individual differences and the fact that 
there is no ~ way to teach music reading, all creative 
aids may be used as tools to increase the understanding of 
the music symbol. Any creative device the teacher may con-
trive is acceptable, provided it aids the understanding of 
the music symbol. While only a minimum of music reading is 
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done at this level, the introduction to pitch, rhythm, and 
harmony serves as a preparation for music reading readiness. 
Music Reading Readiness in Grades Three and Four 
Singing ~ listening. Progress in music reading 
readiness in the third and fourth grades is centered on 
keener awareness. Special emphasis is placed on the recog-
nition of familiar tonal patterns and on the addition of new 
ones, some of which are in the minor mode. Harmonic aware-
ness is developed as a preparatory step toward part-singing 
by using rounds, canons, and descants. Particular emphasis 
is placed on hearing the sound of one's own voice as it 
blends with others in the combination of sound. 
Singing and rhythmic activities. In the third and 
fourth grades, the feeling for musical rhythm must be named. 
Terms, such as meter and accent, are added to the vocabulary. 
Response to strong beats, underlying beats, and accents are 
introduced specifically. Through recognition of like and 
unlike phrases, the door is opened to the basic principle 
underlying ~ in music. In these grades, rhythmic move-
ments become more definite and precisely timed. It is 
possible to link muscle-experiences of the rhythmic action 
with that of the eye-symbols of the notation, thus providing 
a more direct approach to music reading readiness. 
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Singing ~ accompaniments, Accompaniments in the 
third and fourth grades are considered as specific aids in 
developing harmonic feeling. Through rhythm instruments, 
children develop discrimination in their choice of which 
instruments should be played and when they should be played 
in regard to song material, 
Chording instruments give children the closest har-
monic feeling. The piano provides an audio-visual aid in 
helping children gain keener perception of the tonal rela-
tionship of intervals. The simple melodic instruments 
provide accompaniments which act as tools for better har-
monic understanding, thus they are valuable aids for music 
reading readiness, 
Singing ~ music symbols. Music educators agree 
that the proper approach to music reading readiness is to 
help the children to ~~ and in and through seeing, to 
understand more of what the note symbol represents in music, 
From their earliest musical experiences, children 
have been using signs which indicate musical meaning to 
them. They are now ready for the proper names and correct 
usage of musical symbols. The chromatic alterations of tone 
should be taught and indicated to the children as they appear 
in their music books. Music reading readiness is thereby 
reinforced by eye and ear association. 
Music Reading Readiness in Grades Five and Six 
Singing ~ listening. The main problems of the 
teacher in the lower grades are: to train children to 
recognize and react to rhythm; to acquaint the young 
listener to sound and the different directions in which 
it flows; to educate them to respond to phrases; and to 
instill into them true discrimination through simple and 
quiet listening to the varied types of beautiful melody. 
Music reading readiness in the fifth and sixth grades is 
built cumulatively on what has already been accomplished. 
Pupils come to interpret instrumental and vocal music more 
independently and to be well-versed in the essentials of 
music reading. 
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In these grades, vocal tones should be influenced by 
the spirit of the song. Such effects are obtained by careful 
consideration of the marks of expression, by coloring the 
vowels to produce different tone qualities, and by studying 
the texts to discover the changing moods of the song. 
An appreciation of harmony comes from a maturing 
responsiveness to the expressive potentialities of tone. 
Harmonic singing begins with and continually stresses the 
hearing, for harmony, like any other musical element, has 
to be sensed constantly by the ears. Discriminate listen-
ing for harmonic elements aids the eye and ear in inter-
preting the printed score. 
Singing ~ rhythmic activities. Children in the 
fifth and sixth grades are ready to progress to higher 
musical levels. Frequently they are less inclined than 
younger children to do original rhythmic interpretations 
to the music they hear. Rather they are seemingly more 
interested in the folk music and dances of our own and 
other countries. Through their social studies, they have 
become acquainted with the habits and customs of different 
people~and their dances have become a part of the young 
musician's development. 
The fifth grader is introduced to compound time 
early in the year. The theory of it is explained so that 
it is thoroughly understood by the class. Nevertheless, 
the theory of compound time will never replace the feel 
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of compound time. This must be experienced by each child, 
The patterns may be clapped, stepped, listened to, or 
played. The important thing is to ~ as well as under-
stand the rhythm. The application of the rhythmic concepts 
they have gained through the grades should be demonstrated 
and applied to musical performance in singing, playing 
instruments, and reading music. 
Singing ~ accompaniments. The new element stressed 
in the intermediate grades is harmonic thinking, feeling, 
hearing, and listening. Accompaniments tend to foster 
greater awareness of harmony. Chording and the different 
ways of strumming produce valuable effects and enhance the 
finished rendition of the songs. 
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Vocal chording adds greatly to the classroom singing 
experience, The simple I, V, IV, and v7 chords are invalu-
able to harmonic thinking even as a thorough understanding 
of chord structure is to music reading. The singing of 
rounds and descants should continue to be a part of all 
the singing experiences in the intermediate grades, This 
vocal accompaniment is very effective and offers much 
pleasurable experience as well as musical learning, 
Singing ~ music symbols. By the time the children 
have reached the sixth grade, a good functional grasp of 
music symbols should have been gained, New elements of note 
groupings, such as the triplet, should be explained by the 
teacher, In the song material, the new rhythmic patterns 
will keep recurring. Through the constant association of 
familiar materials, the child becomes used to seeing the 
sign and, inadvertently, recognizes the aural sound, thus 
finding the singing of the note quite easy, This is one of 
the goals of the musical experiences, namely, the ability 
to see the sign, to know and feel its rhythmic meaning, and 
to hear its pitch in order to reproduce it vocally, 
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II. CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of the data compiled, it may be concluded 
that: 
1. Because of a deeper knowledge about child growth 
and development, music educators are more concerned with 
encouraging the natural love of music which is in every 
child, than in training him to be skilled in music reading. 
2. Reading readiness follows a developmental pattern 
of broad aspects of learning, coming from repeated and varied 
experience. 
3. Growth through musical experiences means being 
able to take from the music that which has meaning for 
oneself. 
4. Experiences in singing, rhythm, and listening are 
interrelated. They all contribute to reading readiness. 
5. The ability to read music ranges from the simplest 
concept of high and low to reading a three-part song. 
6. Most educators advise fewer formal steps in music 
reading for children in the first six grades, but that those 
which are used be so interesting and vital that fifth and 
sixth grade children will be competent and feel at ease in 
the music reading that is asked of them. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that: 
1. Music reading be correlated with the other musical 
activities, rather than be considered as an end in itself. 
2. All creative possibilities in music materials be 
investigated by teachers and students to foster a better 
understanding of musical experiences that lead to greater 
facility in music reading. 
3, Musical learnings be carried over from one grade 
to the next, thus bringing about cumulative learnings 
through music reading readiness. 
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